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ABSTRACT 

Continuing advances in high speed computer network and distributed database tech

nology have made possible new applications. One such application is ImageNet, a color 

image database and interconnecting network designed on a national scale. The concept of 

ImageNet includes several Database Nodes (DBNs) dispersed throughout the nation and 

interconnected via a high speed communications network. This work includes the design 

and implementation of a distributed database for color image retrieval and storage in the 

context of the ImageNet project. The system design for ImageNet and its distributed 

database are presented, and an implementation on multiple workstations was performed. 

In addition, a simple performance evaluation of the DBN implementation is shown, and 

suggestions for improving the next version of the DBN are given. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The availability of high performance networking technology has opened opportunities 

for new applications of networks in the commercial and military sectors [1] [2][3] [4] [5]. One 

problem that will benefit from the application of networking technology is the movement 

of image database information across country. Most approaches have considered the use of 

telephone and leased lines for communications links, which has resulted in poor response 

times and limited bandwidth [6][7]. The project on which this thesis is based addresses 

the same problems for a color image database using a distributed system and network 

approach to solve the problems of poor response times and limited bandwidth. This color 

image database system is called ImageNet. 

1.2 THESIS OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this thesis is to design and demonstrate a distributed system approach 

to a database for color image storage and retrieval. This shall be done in the context of 

designing and implementing a regional database node as part of the ImageNet project. 
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The prototype is developed on an Ethernet network in the Computer Engineering Research 

Laboratory. A distributed approach offers the following advantages[4][8][9]: 

1. Increased performance. 

2. Increased reliability. 

3. Increased availability. 

4. Modularity. 

5. Decreased cost. 

1.3 BACKGROUND 

Along with the increasing performance and decreasing cost of computer hardware, there 

has been an increase in the number of applications using high resolution images. Image 

resolutions ranging from 256x256 to 4096x4096 pixels, with several bits per pixel, are used 

in PCs, workstations, and specialized graphics equipment [3][10][11}[12]. The availability of 

networks provides applications a way of moving images between computer network nodes. 

Several users are now requiring the movement of images and corresponding textual infor

mation to computer nodes dispersed across the country, nationally, and internationally. 

Most of the applications contain centralized image databases with many communications 

lines for image retrieval and storage to a central server. Several technology factors allow a 

distributed system approach for ImageNet: 

a. Networking technology for circuit and packet switching networks offers high band-

width, low cost communications networks. 
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b. High throughput fiber optic networks are emerging across country. 

c. Distributed database software is becoming readily available for workstations and PCs. 

d. The cost of high performance workstations is low enough to allow several workstations 

to act as database servers. 

The overall ImageNet project has several objectives: 

1. Develop the ImageNet distributed system so that system components are low in cost 

and can be incrementally added as the system grows. 

2. Develop the architecture for ImageNet, including the system components, such as 

database nodes, workstation user nodes, and the communications network. 

3. Develop the system software and perform an emulation of ImageNet using an Ethernet 

. and server and workstation nodes. 

4. Develop performance requirements for ImageNet, including user response times, com

munication network delays, database system processing times, and user scenarios. 

1.4 APPROACH 

ImageNet's architecture will be distributed with multiple database nodes and worksta

tions linked by a communications network. The ImageNet will exist on a national basis 

with database nodes in selected regions of the United States. Each database node will serve 

its region with image information and be connected to the other regional database nodes. 

The architecture for ImageNet has been emulated using an Ethernet and several work

stations acting as servers and user end- points. The software for the database nodes and 
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workstations was developed on Sun4 workstations and file servers. The communications 

network uses TCP/IP as the basis for packet switching image transfer. The overall system 

description and detailed information on the system components are given in the following 

section. 

The ImageNet emulation has been implemented using a team approach to its design and 

implementation. Hector Trevino and I, along with our thesis advisor Dr. Ralph Martinez, 

developed the overall ImageNet system design and specifications. We partitioned the design 

into user workstation and system database nodes. Hector implemented the workstation 

portion of the project, and I implemented the database node part. 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the the overall system 

design for ImageNet, along with specifications for the workstation and database node parts 

of the project. Chapter 3 presents UNIX operating system facilities for interprocess com

munication used in the DBN implementation. Chapter 3 also discusses the UNIX interface 

to TCP/IP, remote procedure calls, external data representation, and VAX Rdb/VMS re

lational database management software, which are all used in the DBN implementation. 

Chapter 4 presents the design of the DBN, and details its implementation. Chapter 4 

also gives performance results for the DBN. Chapter 5 gives the limitations of the DBN 

implementation, along with suggestions for future work and overall conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

2.1 OVERALL IMAGENET ARCHITECTURE 

Figure 2.1 shows the overall architecture for ImageNet. ImageNet is distributed nation

ally over a large geographical area, namely the continental United States. ImageNet users 

are spread all over the country and are put into clusters, or regions, by the definition of a 

regional Database Nodes (DBNs). Figure 2.1 shows a small ImageNet network, consisting 

of four DBNs. DBNs communicate with each other through a national communications 

network. ImageNet users in each region are connected point-to- point to a regional DBN 

using telephone and modem communications. Once these links axe established the user 

requests an image set using a workstation, or PC, at his site. The DBN will retrieve the 

image set from its database disks and transmit the images to the user Workstation (WS). If 

the image set is not within that regional DBN, then the DBN will search the other regional 

DBNs for that image set. Eventually, if the image set is found the DBNs exchange the 

image set and it is finally delivered to the user WS. Figure 2.2 shows a DBN in more detail. 

The ImageNet system components include the following: 



DBN 

National Communication! Network 

DBN DBN 

Figure 2.1: ImageNet architecture is distributed into regions 
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a. Database Nodes (DBNs): Regional database nodes which contain the region's images 

and textual information. Users retrieve images and text from these; nodes. Figure 2.2 

shows a DBN in more detail. 

b. User Workstations (WSs): These are Sun-class workstation or PCs with color graphics 

which the user uses to access the DBN and send image set query requests. The user 

WSs have local disk storage for the image sets and can display the image sets in color. 

c. Communications Network: This consists of two parts, one to link the DBNs using a 

packet switching network, and a second to provide direct communications between a 

user WS and a DBN node. The DBN network shall be a fiber optic network consisting 

of a partially interconnected point-to-point backbone network. 

2.1.1 USER SCENARIOS 

This section describes how the users retrieve, store, and view images and text information 

retrieved from the DBN. 

a. Image Storage 

The color image database is generated at each DBN site. The color images will be 

accumulated at each DBN site, mostly in picture form. The pictures will be digitized 

using a color frame grabber interface in the DBN computer system. The output of the 

color frame grabber interface will be a color formatted image, formatted according 

to the Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) standard. Each color image will have a 

corresponding text description of the image. This textual information will be used for 
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Figure 2.2: Detail of a regional DBN implementation. 
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retrieval of the images using a query language in the DBMS of the DBN. The DBN 

will contain equipment to perform the digitizing of images on a production basis. 

The color images will be compressed using the LZW color image compression al

gorithm and stored in the compressed format. The DBMS will be responsible for 

storing the images and text in the database disks. The relationships between the 

textual information, the color images, and the storage on disks will be kept by the 

DBMS. 

b. Image Retrieval 

Images are retrieved from a DBN upon the initiation of an image retrieval request 

at a user workstation (WS). The WS user enters an image request through a menu 

set at the WS, and this request is packaged into a query language request for the 

DBMS in the DBN. The WS communications software calls the nearest DBN site 

and automatically transfers the request to the DBMS. The DBMS locates the image 

set, retrieves the images from the disks, and transfers them one by one to the WS 

site. Each image contains identifying textual information to be used and displayed at 

the WS. Upon receipt of the images at the WS the images are uncompressed before 

displaying. At each WS, images may be stored for a short time, but eventually are 

discarded by the WS software or user. 

c. Image Viewing 

The users at each WS can view the images in uncompressed form once they are stored 

in the local disk at the WS. The images are uncompressed when the are called up 

by the WS user. This operation depends on the speed of the compression algorithm 
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at the WS. Otherwise, the compression operations at the DBN and WS may not be 

beneficial for performance and an alternate method will have to be used. The image 

set at a WS is viewed by cycling through a user menu which allows the user to select 

the image to view. The image set can be kept at the WS for a period of time and 

later discarded. Images are never'returned to the DBN site. 

2.1.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

This section describes the preliminary performance requirements for ImageNet. The 

performance requirements are derived based on user scenarios and from results from simu

lations of Picture Archiving and Communications Systems (PACS) [13] [14]. 

1. DBN Connection Delay Time 

This time should not exceed 30 seconds from the start of the connection request at 

the WS. 

2. Image Query Response Time 

This time is the amount of time the user waits once the WS sends an image query 

and receives a response from the DBN, and should not exceed 30 seconds. 

3. WS Image Retrieval Delay Time 

ThiB time is the amount of time for transfer of the first image from the DBN to the 

WS, and depends on the image size and speed of the communications line. This time 

should be less than 30 seconds. 

4. DBN Image Retrieval Delay Time 
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This is the amount of time to retrieve an image from the disk system in the DBN and 

should be less than 30 seconds. 

5. Image Viewing Time 

This is the time it takes to display a stored image on the WS monitor, including 

uncompression algorithm time, and should take less than 60 seconds. 

6. DBN-to-DBN Image Set Transfer Time 

This is the amount of time required to transfer an image set between DBN nodes in 

the Internet. An image set can be up to 20 images. This time depends on the Internet 

communications system and protocol's overhead and speed. 

2.2 USER WORKSTATIONS (WSa) 

2.2.1 USER INTERFACE 

The user interface has been designed to be as intuitive and simple to use as possible. The 

interface was designed for users with no prior computer experience. The interface presents 

a simple command menu to the user. When buttons in the command menu are selected, 

submenus or dialog boxes are activated to obtain more information from the user. The user 

commands are divided into the following categories: 

1. Connection 

(a) Connect 

Establish a connection with the regional database node. 
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(b) Disconnect 

Disconnect from the regional database node. 

(c) Quit 

Exit the program. 

2. Data Dictionary 

(a) New Subject 

Obtain the list of all new images added to the subject after a given date. 

(b) New All 

Obtain the list of all subjects added to the database after a given date. 

(c) All Subjects 

Obtain the list of all subjects in the database. 

(d) Regular Expression 

Obtain the list of all subjects matching the given regular expression. 

(e) Subject 

Obtain the list of all images in the given subject. 

(f) More 

Obtain more of the last data requested. 

3. Query 

Query the database. 

4. Select 
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Select the relation to be queried. 

5. Image Retrieval 

(a) On-Line 

Retrieve images on line. 

(b) Off-Line 

Retrieve images off line. 

6. Image Display 

Display retrieved images. 

7. Directory Settings 

(a) Storage Directory 

Set the local directory where downloaded images are to be stored. 

(b) Tool Directory 

Set the directory searched for image display tools. 

(c) Display Tool 

Set the tool used to display images. 

(d) Log Directory 

Set the directory where log files are kept. 

(e) Show files 

Show the files in the log directory. Can also delete files in the log directory. 
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(f) Activity 

Toggle the state of the activity display. 

2.2.2 WS SOFTWARE 

The workstation software is based on the popular X window system. X windows is 

available on a wide variety of Unix systems, and there are X servers that will run on 

DOS systems, allowing X programs running on remote hosts to use a PC for a display. 

The workstation interface software uses the Athena widget set along with the X toolkit 

intrinsics. The image display/manipulation software is a public domain package called XV, 

written by John Bradley. This package displays gif images, and allows the user to perform 

simple image manipulation. 

2.2.3 WS COMMUNICATIONS 

The WS communications software at the user level provides the required interface be

tween the user and the communication protocol software layers. Interaction with the user 

is conducted through dialog boxes displayed on the WS. This piece of software behaves 

as a protocol translator, which takes user requests and transforms them into the DBN 

query format and sends them to the next software interface level. Incoming data will be 

interpreted by this software entity and presented to the user. 

2.2.4 ERROR DETECTION AND REPORTING 

All communication and system errors should be transparent to the user. When an error 

is detected in the lower layers, an error reporting message is sent to the user level software 
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entity which in turn alerts the user of the occurrence of an abnormal event. Whenever 

possible, error recovery is done independent of the user. If the software entity is unable 

to recover without user intervention, an explanation of the error and possible solution 

is presented to the user. The user level software is also responsible for detecting errors 

generated by the user and takes corrective actions. 

2.2.5 WS TO DBN SOFTWARE INTERFACE 

The WS - DBN software interface is described in terms of a synchronous application 

level protocol. This protocol consists of request - response service primitives. Request 

frame formats are shown in Figure 2.3, and response frame formats are shown in Figures 

2.4 and 2.5. Request frames originate at user WSs, are received and processed by DBNs, 

which send response frames to the WS. 

The following tables show the request types, the response types, and the relations be

tween requests and responses: 

Name Request 
Data Dictionary 1 List new images added to given relation after given date. 
Data Dictionary 2 List new relations added to database after given data. 
Data Dictionary 3 List all relations in database. 
Data Dictionary 4 Send more of last response type. 
Data Dictionary 5 List relations matching given regular expression. 

Query Query database. 
Select Select relation in database for query. 

Retrieve by Key Retrieve image by identifying key. 
Retrieve by Name . Retrieve image by name. 
Retrieve Cached Retrieve images cached by offline retrieval request. 

Table 2.1: ImageNet protocol request primitives. 
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Name Response 
Data Dictionary Response 1 List of image names, ids, and descriptions. 
Data Dictionary Response 2 List of relations. 

Select Response List of relation attributes and data types. 
Retrieval Request Ack. Positive acknowledgment of offline retrieval request. 
Retrieval Request Nak. Negative acknowledgment of offline retrieval request. 

Image Data Frame Image data. 
Error IVame Error message. 

Query Response List of image names, ids, and descriptions. 

Table 2.2: ImageNet protocol response primitives 

Request Response 
Data Dictionary 1 Data Dictionary 1 Response 
Data Dictionary 2 Data Dictionary 2 Response 
Data Dictionary 3 Data Dictionary 2 Response 
Data Dictionary 4 Same as Previous Response 
Data Dictionary 5 Data Dictionary 2 Response 

Select Select Response 
Query Query Response 

Retrieve by Key Image Data 
Retrieve by Name Image Data 
Retrieve Cached Image Data 

Table 2.3: ImageNet protocol request response pairs 

2.2.6 WS USER SCENARIOS 

Figures 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 show typical user scenarios. The first scenario is the typical 

sequence used to obtain images. The user connects to the regional DBN, then issues a data 

dictionary command. The OBN returns a list of relations to the user. The user selects 

the subject he's interested in, and the DBN returns information used to formulate a query. 

After the user forms his query, the DBN processes the query and returns a list of image 

descriptors. The user uses the descriptors to decide which images are to be retrieved. The 

user sends an image retrieval request, and receives the requested images. 
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num. fields INTBOBR | ENUM or RANGE TYPE VALUE 1 ... END 

Select Frame 

INTEGER SELECT STRINO relation name END 

Retrieve by key 

INTEGER RBTKEY INTBOER mode DATE I deadline INTEGER nun images 

1MAOBKBY key IMAOBKBY toy ... BND 

Retrieve cached images 

INTBOBR RETCACHB TOKEN identifying token | END 

Ratiiava by name 

INTBOBR RBTNAME INTBOBR mode DATE deadline INTEGER 

num. images STRINO filename STRINO filename ... END 

Figure 2.3: Detail of frames received by DBN from WS. 



DBN DD Responie Frame 1 

Header: 

INTEGER response code INTEGER descriptor code INTEGER num. descriptors 

DesdptorData (maximum of 20 descriptors/frame) 

IMAGEKEY key STRING image name STRING image descriptor 

IMAGEKEY key STRING image name STRING image descriptor 

END 

DBN DD Responie frame 2 

Header 

INTEGER response code INTEGER subject list code INTEGER num. subjects 

Subjects: 

STRING subject STRING subject Ht END 

EirorRrame Format 

INTEGER ERROR INTEGER error code END 

Figure 2.4: Detail of frames sent from DBN to WS. 
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Select Data Reaponie Frame 

Header 

INIBQER reapoosecode INTEGER sub. auribotei code | INTBGER nombcrof Mriboie* 

Atribote portion of franc: 

STRING •ttiboto HBTO6 INTEGER number of fieldi INTEGER Uributetype 

TYPE value 1 TYPE value 2 - BOB ~ END 

Acknowledgement of Retrieval Requea 

INTEGER reiponiecode INTEGER ACK TOKEN token data END 

Negative Acknowledgement of Retrieval Requeit 

INTEGER vê poneocode INTEGER NAK | END 

DBN Retrieve Reqxxue Frame 

Header 

INTEGER RHIUSP INTEGER u&Ag$dflti INTEGER oumber of imaget 

Image Header. 

INTEGER RETRSP INTEGER image no. STRING image name INTEGER number of biociu 

INTEGER block number INTEGER number of bytet this block START 

Frame (ize: 1024bytei 

Maximum image data/frame: 900 bytea 

END 

Figure 2.5: More detail of frames sent from DBN to WS. 
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The second scenario shows how a user can retrieve images already known to him, and 

the third scenario shows how a user can obtain a list of images from a data dictionary 

request and proceed directly to image retrieval. 

2.3 DATABASE NODES (DBNa) 

2.3.1 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DBMS) 

An essential component of the DBMS software is the data dictionary. The data dictio

nary provides the database administrator information regarding all relations in the database 

via a system catalog. The system catalog contains all the relations in the database, and the 

names, type, and allowed values of each attribute associated with a given relation. The data 

dictionary also contains an image catalog. The image catalog records all images present in 

the DBN, and records the name, location, and date of entry for each image in the system. 

The data dictionary provides services that may be requested by ImageNet users. These 

services allow the user to: 

a. Determine the relations present in the database. 

b. Obtain a subset of the relations present in the database using pattern matching. 

c. Determine the new relations in the database. 

d. Determine the new images added to a specific relation. 

The query interface between WSs and the DBN is very simple. The WS software will 

provide a list of attributes and attribute values that are selected from a set provided by 

the DBN. The DBN transforms this list into an SQL statement, which is processed by the 
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CONNECT 
ACK 

DATA 
DICTIONARY 

SUBJECT 
DESCRIPTORS 

SELECT 

QUERY 

IMAGE 
DESCRIPTORS 

RETRIEVE 

IMAGE 
DATA 

Figure 2.6: WS to DBN interface event sequence 1. 
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CONNECTION 
REQUEST 

RETRIEVE 
IMAGE 
(User 
Supplied 
Name) 

CONNECTION 
ACK. 

IMAGE 
DATA 

Time 

Figure 2.7: WS to DBN interface event sequence 2. 
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CONNECTION 
REQUEST 

DATA 
DICTIONARY 
SUBJECT 

IMAGE 
DESCRIPTORS 

RETRIEVE 
IMAGE 

IMAGE 
DATA 

Figure 2.8: WS to DBN interface event sequence 3. 
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DBMS. The DBMS produces a set of image identifiers and descriptions, which is returned 

to the WS and used by the WS user to select images for retrieval. The ImageNet DBMS 

must be able to quickly and efficiently process queries and retrieve images. Since the images 

produced by query may be dispersed throughout the entire system, the user will be allowed 

to specify online or offline retrieval to minimize toll charges. A combination of offline and 

online retrieval will also be allowed. For example, if the images to be retrieved in response 

to a user's query are scattered throughout the entire system, the user can retrieve online 

the images stored in the local node, and download cached images retrieved from remote 

nodes later using offline retrieval. With this type of scenario, the DBMS prioritizes local 

and remote image retrieval requests. Figure 2.9 shows how queries are implemented in a 

DBN. The user connects to the regional database via modem to a machine running the 

WS to DBN interface software. After the connection is established, the WS user interacts 

with the DBN to formulate a query. The query from the workstation is translated into 

SQL, then processed by the DBMS. The DBMS produces a set of image/text keys from the 

query. The keys are then mapped to physical locations of the images, and the images are 

retrieved and sent to the user or cached at the DBN depending on the retrieval mode. 

2.3.2 DBMS COMMANDS 

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the DBN user interface and DBN administrator's command 

flows. The commands associated with the user path are: 

DATA DICTIONARY QUERIES 



/"A I WSUscr ) 

SQL 
Translation 

Key 
Mapping 

DBMS Query )— 
Processing y Keyi 

Figure 2.9: Query data flow. 
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Connect 
To DBN 

Authorization 

Retrieve Select 
Relation 
To Query 

Query 
Data 
Dictionary 

Done? 

Disconnect 

Figure 2.10: DBN user command flow. 



Modify/ 
•ccen 
stooge 
manager 

IDMa Backup 

Figure 2.11: DBMS administrator command flow. 
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show new <subject> <date> 

show new <date> 

•how all 

shov <regexp> 

DATABASE QUERIES 

Before the user can query the database a relation must be specified using: 

select <relation> Designate <relation> as the relation for 
the query. 

After a UBer selects a relation, he may query the database. The select command returns a 

list of attributes and attribute values to the WS. Attribute values are presented either as a 

set of allowed values or as a range of allowed values. Queries are formulated based on how 

the attribute values are represented. For example, if the attributes for a relation consist of 

sets of allowed values, then the query would have this form: 

•elect <column names> 
from <ralation> 

where 
( 
<attributel> • <valuel> OR 
<attributel> ° <valua2> OR 

Obtain the list of images added to 

relation <subject> on or after <date>. 

Obtain list of relations added to the 

database on or after <data>. 

Obtain list of all relations in the 

database. 

Obtain list of all relations in the 

database that match the given regular 
expression. The regular expression consists 

of alphanumeric characters, the X character 

that matches any number of characters, and 
the _ character which matches any single 

occurence of a character. 
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• • • 

) 
AND 
( 

<attribute2> • <valuei> OR 
<attribute2> • <value2> OR 

• • • 
) 
AND 

• • • 
) ;  

A relation whose attributes axe specified as a range of values will have a query with this 
form: 

select <column names> 

from <ralation> 
vhere 
( 

<attributel> >• <valuel> AND 
<attributel> <• <value2> 

) 
AND 
( 
<attribut«2> >• <valuel> AND 

<attribute2> <• <valu«2> 
) 

• • • 

)i 

IMAGE RETRIEVAL 

retrieve online <images> 

retrieve offline <iatagea> 

Retrieve the given imagea in real tine. 

Cache the given images for retrieval at 

a later tine. 
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The command flow shown for DBN administrators ( Figure 2.11) will be integrated into 

a single menu-driven package. The main menu for this package will contain the title of each 

command path. If the Add New User, Perform Accounting, or Data Backup/Restoration 

commands are selected, a corresponding template will be displayed on the screen, in which 

the DBN administrator will enter the appropriate parameters. If the Create/Modify Re

lations command is selected, a window is opened, in which SQL create/modify commands 

can be entered. Selection of the Capture/Manipulate Images will bring up a set of windows 

needed for this function. There is also an interface to the storage manager database, which 

allows the DBN administrator to register image names and physical locations, as well as 

lookup image locations. 

2.3.3 DBN PROTOCOLS 

Figure 2.12 shows the DBN protocol stack. At the top layer is the ImageNet protocol 

itself. The ImageNet protocol specifies how data is transferred between DBNs and WSs. 

Beneath the ImageNet layer is an SQL sublayer. Any frame received by the DBN that is to 

be processed by the DBMS must first be translated into SQL statements. The ImageNet 

protocol and SQL sublayer correspond to the application level in the ISO OSI reference 

model [15]. 

At the presentation layer is the XDR (external data representation) standard. XDR is 

a data representation language that provides a hardware independent way of representing 

data [16]. By using XDR to represent data, differences in machine representations and byte 

ordering are made transparent to the applications programmer. It is the responsibility of 

the XDR layer to ensure data is correctly interpreted across different machine organizations. 
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At the session layer, remote procedure calls (RPCs) are used to interface to the DBMS 

software. The RPC paradigm uses a client-server model, where client modules call server 

modules in a manner similar to procedure calls in a high-level programming language 

[17][18]. In the RPC model, a client program calls a client stub as a normal procedure, 

passing it parameters as in a normal procedure call. The client stub packs the parameters 

into a message which is then handed to the transport entity on the client machine. The 

transport entity places the message on the network, where it is received by the server's 

transport entity, handed to the server's stub, unpacked, and passed as normal parameters 

to the server procedure. The results from the server are then returned to the client in a 

similar manner. 

Associated with RPCs are tools to make writing RPC applications easier. One such 

tool is rpcgen [19]. Rpcgen is a compiler that generates network interface code from RPC 

descriptions. Rpcgen accepts a remote program interface written in RPC Language, and 

produces: 

a. Client stubs. 

b. A server skeleton. 

c. XDR encoding/decoding routines for parameters and results. 

d. A header file containing common definitions. 

e. Dispatch tables that the server can use to check authorization before invoking service 

routines (optional). 
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Rpcgen produces C language output for programs that use RPCs. Server procedures are 

linked to the server skeletons produced by rpcgen, and remote procedures are called through 

the client stubs produced by rpcgen. 

At the transport layer, providing reliable connection-oriented service, is the transmis

sion control protocol (TCP) [20][21]. We will use the Berkeley Unix socket interface to 

TCP. A socket is an abstraction that provides an endpoint for communication, and is a 

generalization of the Unix file access system that supports many different network protocols 

[22]. 

Figure 2.13 shows the process structure that handles communications between work

stations and the DBN. The connection handling process listens for connections on the 

ImageNet port. When a connection is established, the connection handling process creates 

a new process that services the connection. The server process receives frames from and 

sends frames to the connected WS. It is this server process that packages SQL queries, 

interacts with the DBMS, determines image locations from keys returned by the DBMS, 

and transfers images to the WS. When offline image retrieval is requested, the server packs 

the request into a message structure, and sends the message to the offline retrieval service 

process. A duplicate is sent to the offline retrieval logging process. 

The offline retrieval server process takes retrieval requests from its message queue based 

on message priorities. Using the information contained in the message, the offline retrieval 

process determines the location of the image and transfers the image into a central cache 

area. The cached images are later retrieved by server processes, then removed from the 

cache area. The offline retrieval request logging process maintains a logfile containing the 
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state of tbe offline retrieval server's message queue. If the system crashes, the logfile is used 

by the logging process to restore the state of the message queue upon system recovery. 

2.3.4 QUERY INTERFACE 

The query interface shall use Structured Query Language (SQL). There is a joint stan

dard for SQL, published by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the 

International Standards Organization (ISO) [23]. Using SQL for the DBMS query interface 

will allow the software that interacts with the DBMS to be independent from the DBMS 

software, allowing the DBMS package to be supplied by any of the numerous vendors of 

SQL based DBMS software packages. 

2.3.5 DBN COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE 

Each DBN will have a modem pool that users dial up to access the system. The modems 

will allow data transfers at speeds up to 9600 baud. If possible, there should be some 

means to allow the modem pool to be serviced by more than one machine so as to avoid 

introducing a single point of failure into the system. The DBN must also have network 

interface hardware that allows the DBNs to be interconnected with high-speed links, such 

as T3 lines. 

2.3.0 DBN COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE 

There are three classes of communications software used by each DBN. The first class 

is the software that implements the interface between the WS user and the DBMS. This 

software will be responsible for receiving WS user requests, determining the nature of the 
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Figure 2.12: DBN protocol stack. 
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request, and taking the appropriate action. If a query is received, the query must be 

translated and packaged into an SQL statement before DBMS processing. This software 

will also be responsible for transferring image and text files to user workstations. The 

second class of communications software used by each DBN is the software that imple

ments inter-DBN communications. These communications will include queries to remote 

DBNs, updates to DBNs from remote nodes, and status reports and other system-wide 

management communications. The third class of communications software is that which 

implements communications between interface servers and image servers. This software 

communicates retrieval requests from interface servers to the image servers, and allows 

image servers to send images to the interface servers. 

2.3.7 ERROR DETECTION AND REPORTING 

Each DBN must have multiple error detection and reporting facilities. One such facility is 

reporting images that cannot be retrieved due to machine crashes or other system failures. 

Ideally, the DBN would report the error to the user, then, when the machine recovers, 

would cache the affected image set for later retrieval by the user. Another error to be 

reported is the failure of any DBN in the system, due to communication hprdware failures, 

power outages, or other such problems. The user must be notified if their query results 

are adversely affected. To reduce the adverse effects of machine crashes, the DBNs will 

maintain a shadow log of offline image requests. This will ensure that offline retrieval 

requests are not lost due to machine crashes. 
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2.3.8 DBN IMAGE CAPTURE AND STORAGE 

Images are added to the ImageNet system at each regional DBN. At each region, a frame 

grabber is used to digitize color slides. The digitized images are then manipulated on a 

workstation using image processing software. When the image is in a state suitable for 

viewing, the image is split into several segments and stored in parallel, with each segment 

stored on a separate disk with its own controller (Figure 2.14). As an alternative to a 

computer with multiple controllers and disk drives, a recent study shows that high data 

transfer rates can be achieved using multiple slower storage devices in parallel, where the 

devices are SCSI disks controlled by workstations connected to an Ethernet LAN [24]. In 

this study, the data transfer rate was bounded by the transfer rate of the Ethernet network 

to which the workstations were attached. The purpose of storing the images in parallel is 

to minimize the performance bottleneck that results from the serial transfer of image data 

from disk to memory. Increases in processing and network speeds are outpacing increases 

in disk performance, thus new solutions for storing images are needed if fast processors and 

networks are to be fully utilized [25]. 

Also stored in the database are text descriptions associated with the images. A typical 

query will result in several images being returned to the user, along with text descriptions 

of each image.' 

Image manipulation and storage is not done in an ad hoc manner. Images will be 

manipulated and stored by database administrators using an integrated software package. 

This package (Figure 2.15) allows the database administrator to process digitized images 

interactively. When the administrator is satisfied with the image, he or she can enter 
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Device Driver 

Contfolli Controller 

DlakB DlakA 

Figure 2.14: Detail of image storage. 

registration information, data attributes, and descriptive text, then store the image and 

text and update the database. 

2.3.9 DBN DATA STRUCTURES 

The DBN will return images to the user using the Graphics Interchange Format (GIF). 

GIF is a widely supported image format, used by PCs and Unix workstations. There is a 

wide assortment of software to generate, view, and manipulate GIF images. 

Another data structure needed by the DBN is an image/text key data structure. When 

a user sends a query to the DBMS, the DBMS processes the query, obtaining a set of 

keys corresponding to the images and text descriptions to be retrieved. The keys are then 

handed to the storage manager, which maps them to physical locations in the system. 
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Figure 2.15: Integrated package for adding images to the ImageNet database. 
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Storing indices to non alphanumeric data is a common approach to extending traditional 

DBMS to handle large objects [1][12][26]. 

The DBN will also need another data structure to manage system-wide storage in the 

DBN. This structure will be responsible for allocating physical storage locations when 

images and text descriptions are stored in the system. This structure will be responsible 

for distributing the images and text files throughout the system to help balance the system-

wide processing load. 

2.3.10 DBN SECURITY 

To prevent unauthorized access to the ImageNet, and to deter system hackers, the 

ImageNet must be designed to be as secure as possible. Access to the system will require 

a password. Each regional DBN will provide a password checking service. Since passwords 

are sent over the network, there they are vulnerable to eavesdropping, and thus some sort 

of encryption scheme is necessary. Public key encryption is a method that is more secure in 

an environment where eavesdropping can occur [27]. In public key encryption, there is an 

encryption algorithm E, and a decryption algorithm D such that the following properties 

are met: 

1. D(E(P)) = P 

2. D cannot be deduced from E 

3. E cannot be broken by a plaintext attack 

In public key encryption, E is the public key. In our system, E would be known by the 

DBN. When a user connects to the DBN, the DBN chooses a number at random, encrypts 
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it with the user's public key, and sends it back to the WS, asking the WS to send it back 

unencrypted. Only the WS with the private key will be able to do so. 

2.4 IMAGENET COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 

This section defines the protocol layers, describes their function and provides an over

all description of the interaction between the WS and the DBNs and between the DBNs 

themselves. 

2.4.1 WS to DBN COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL LAYERS 

This section describes the layers of the protocol used to communicate between WS and 

DBN (Figure 2.16). Six layers will compose this protocol. Except for the session layer, all 

the layers in the OSI reference model are represented. 

Application layer - This layer consists of the ImageNet protocol command frames defined 

for the WS to DBN software interface. 

Presentation layer • The main duty of the presentation layer is encoding and decoding 

data using the XDR data representation standard. This will allow workstations and DBN 

hosts to exchange data without having to explicitly handle differing data representations 

and byte orderings. 

Transport and Network Layers - The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is used at 

the transport layer, and the Internet Protocol (IP) is used at the network layer. The 

workstation connecting to the DBN node must using SLIP if connecting through a modem. 

The serial ports at the DBN muBt also be equipped with SLIP as well. 
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Figure 2.16: Protocol stack for WS to DBN communications. 
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Data Link layer - The data link layer will implement error detection, flow control and 

handle damaged, lost and duplicate frames. If an error is detected on data carrying transac

tion information, a retransmission should be requested since error correction may introduce 

unnecessary overhead. However, if an error is detected on data carrying image data it may 

be ignored since a few pixel changes will not affect the visual information contained in the 

image. 

Physical layer - The physical layer transmission media is composed of a serial link and 

the telephone system. The WS will be provided with a connection to a 9600 baud modem 

which in turn is connected to a switch through a serial link. The switch provides access to 

a modem pool upon line availability and from the modem pool a connection is made to the 

DBN. 

2.4.2 COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN DBNa 

The DBNs will be directly connected to an internet thus communication between nodes 

must conform to the frame formats required by the internet. The communications software 

residing in the DBNs must be able to provide the interface to the internet. Some of the 

functions required include data encapsulation and error reporting. This software entity 

only provides the interface between the DBN and the already existing internet protocols. 

2.4.3 COMMUNICATIONS AT WSs 

The communication between WS and DBN is conducted across a serial link. There are 

two software entities required for this communication to take place, one residing in the WS 

the other in the DBN. The WS side should initiate the connection establishment and signal 
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the DBN communications entity that it wants to establish a connection. Once a connection 

is established, these two entities are responsible for ensuring the safe arrival of data. Details 

of their implementation will be described in detailed in the data link layer. Initially, the 

system will be developed and tested on a TCP/IP based network and then migrated to a 

system based on a point-to-point serial link topology. This transition should be anticipated 

in the design so that only minor changes are required. 

2.4.4 ERROR DETECTION AND REPORTING 

Error detection and reporting should be handled by the communications software resid

ing in both WS and DBN. When a data transmission error is detected by the WS, it must 

either request a retransmission or employ some other type of error recovery mechanism. If 

the WS can not recover from an error, the next protocol layer up must be informed. This 

process should continue until the error is either corrected or the user is informed of the 

fault. On the other side, the DBN module is responsible for informing the WS when an 

error occurs. 

2.5 SYSTEM CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT 

The ImageNet shall have a system control and management (SCM) function responsible 

for the automated daily operation of the system. The SCM functions shall be implemented 

in one DBN site and have communications with every other DBN site throughout the Ln-

ageNet Internet. The SCM shall control the operation of the Internet and communications 

equipment for WSs and DBNs. The detailed functions of the SCM will evolve as more 

information and requirements for system control and management become apparent. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM SOFTWARE BACKGROUND 

3.1 UNIX SYSTEM V INTERPROCESS COMMUNICATION 

UNIX System V offers several useful interprocess communications primitives. While 

originally part of UNIX System V, they are now present in several Berkeley-based UNIX 

variants as well, such as SunOS, DEC Ultrix, and Sequent's Dynix. For more details 

regarding UNIX Systems V interprocess communications, see [28]. For an explanation of 

programming using System V IPC primitives, see [29]. 

3.1.1 MESSAGE QUEUES 

Message queues allow processes to communicate through the exchange of discrete-sized 

messages. Message queues support send and receive interprocess communications primi

tives. Before messages can be sent or received, the message queue must be created. This 

is done with the magget system call. 

•includ« <sy>/typ«a.h> 
•include <sya/ipc.h> 

iinclude <sys/ug.h> 

int uggatCkay, aagflg) 

key.t key; 

int msgflg; 
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Kernel structure for message queues: 

struct msqid.ds { 

struct ipc.perm msg.pem; /* operation permission struct */ 

struct asg *msg_first; /* ptr to first message on q •/ 

struct nsg *msg_last; /* ptr to last Massage on q »/ 

ushort msg.cbytes; /* currant • bytes on q */ 

ushort msg.qnua; /* # of messages on q */ 

ushort msg.qbytes; /* max • of bytas on q */ 

ushort msg.lspid; /» pid of last msgsnd */ 

ushort msg.lrpld; /* pid of last msgrcv */ 

time.t msg_stime; /* last msgsnd time */ 

time.t msg.rtline; /* last msgrcv time •/ 

time.t msg„ctime; /* last change time */ 

>; 

Message structure: 

struct nsg { 

struct msg 

long 

ushort 

ushort 

>; 

IPC permissions structure: 

*msg_next; /• ptr to next message on q */ 
msg_type; /* massage type */ 

msg_ts; /* message text size */ 
msg_spot; /* message taxt map address */ 

ipc.perm { 

ushort uid; /* owner's usar id */ 
ushort gid; h owner's group id */ 
ushort cuid; /* creator's usar id */ 

ushort cgid; /* creator's group id */ 

ushort mods; /* access modas */ 
ushort saq; /* slot usage sequence number */ 

key.t key; /* key •/ 

>; 

The key argument to the msgget call is the key the returned message queue identifier will be 

associated with. The msgflag argument is a combination of permissions flags and possibly 

the constant IPC-CREAT. 
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Numeric Value Symbolic Value Meaning 
0400 MSG.R Read by owner 
0200 MSG-W Write by owner 
0040 MSG Jt > 3 Read by group 
0020 MSG.W > 3 Write by group 
0004 MSG Jl > 6 Read by world 
0002 MSG.W » 6 Write by world 

Table 3.1: Message queue permissions flags. 

A new message queue is created if the key is IPC J'RIVATE or if the key argument is a 

unique hexadecimal constant and the value of msgflg ORed with IPC-CREAT is true. To 

obtain the message queue identifier for a queue that already exists, msgget is called with 

the queue's associated queue value and with a msgflg argument of 0. 

Once the identifier for the queue has been obtained, processes can perform send and 

receive operations. Messages are sent to the queue using the msgsnd system call: 

•include <sys/types.h> 

•include <sys/ipc.h> 
•include <sys/msg.h> 

int msgsnd(msqid, msgp, msgsz, msgflg) 
int msqid; 

struct msgbuf *msgp; 

int msgszi msgflg; 

The msqid is the queue identifier obtained through the msgsnd call. The pointer argument 

points to a structure having the following form: 

struct msgbuf { 

long mtyps; /* message type */ 

char mtext[1]; /* message text •/ 

>; 
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The msgbuf structure is really just an example • any type of data can be used for mtext, 

constrained only by kernel resources. 

The msgsz argument is the length of the message in bytes. The msgflg argument is 

either IPC-NOWAIT or 0. If msgllg is 0, and there is no room in the message queue for the 

message, msgand will block until there is room. If a msgflg of IPC-NOWAIT is specified, 

msgsnd will not block. Instead, it will return -1, and set the global error status variable 

errno to indicate why the message could not be sent. 

Messages are received using the magrcv call: 

•include <sys/types.h> 

•include <sys/ipc.h> 
•include <sys/msg.h> 

int msgrcvfosqid, asgp, msgsz, msgtyp, msgflg) 

int msqid; 

struct msgbuf *msgp; 

int msgsz; 
long msgtyp; 

int msgflg; 

The msqid argument is the message queue identifier obtained via msgget. The msgp argu

ment is a pointer to the structure in which the message is to be placed, and msgsz is the 

length in bytes of the message. Msgtyp determines the type of message to read: 

a. If msgtyp is 0, the first message in the queue is read. 

b. If msgtyp is greater than 0, the 1st message with type equal to message type is read. 

c. If msgtyp is less than 0, the first message with the lowest type that is less than or 

equal to the absolute value of msgtyp is read. 
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The characteristics of the queue as determined by the msgtyp argument allows us to struc

ture the queue in many different ways, such as priority queues, multilevel priority queues, 

and first-come first-served queues. The msgflg argument determines if msgrcv blocks when 

there are no messages in the queue. If msgflg is 0, msgrcv will block. If msgrcv is 

IPC.NOWAIT, the call will not block if no messages are received. The msgrcv call will 

return -1, and the errno global will be set to indicate why no message was read. 

In addition to the send and receive operations and the creation primitive, there exists a 

call to perform control operations on the message queue: 

•include <sys/typ««,h> 

•include <sys/ipc.h> 
•include <sys/asg.h> 

int nsgctl (msqid, end. buf) 

int asqid, cad; 
struct maqid.ds *buf; 

Various control functions can be performed on the message queue specified by the msqid 

argument by setting the value of the cmd argument: 

a. IPC-STAT 

Place current value of each value in the message data structure into the buffer asso

ciated with buf. 

b. IPC.SET 

Set the permissions structure and the size in bytes of the message queue to the values 

in the structure pointed to by buf. 
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c. JPC-RMID 

Remove the message queue identifier msqid from the system, and destroy the contents 

of the queue. The message queue's permissions structure determines who can do this. 

3.1.2 SEMAPHORES 

Semaphores are used for synchronization and mutual exclusion. In UNIX System V, a 

semaphore is defined as a positive integer whose value is between 0 and 32767. Semaphores 

may be incremented and decremented atomically in the kernel. Semaphore operations may 

be blocking or nonblocking. Data structure for each semaphore set in the system: 

struct seaid.ds { 

struct ipc.pera sem_pera; 
struct sMi *sem.bas«; 

ushort 8«B_ns«M; 
tims.t aan.otime; 

tiae.t sem_ctime; 

>; 

/* operation peraission struct */ 
/• ptr to first seaaphor* in sat •/ 

/* t of semaphores in sat *1 
/• last senop tiae •/ 

/* last change tins •/ 

Data structure for each semaphore: 

struct sea { 

ushort seaval; 

short sompid; 
ushort somcnt; 

ushort seazcnt; 

/* semaphore text aap address */ 

/* pid of last operation »/ 

/* • awaiting seaval > cval */ 

/• • awaiting seaval • 0 •/ 

Semaphores are created using the semget system call: 

•include <sys/types.h> 

•include <sys/ipc.h> 
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•include <sys/san.h> 

int seaget(key, nsems, semflg) 
•include <aya/ipc.h> 

•include <sys/sea.h> 

Semget returns a semaphore identifier associated with key. If key does not already have an 

identifier associated with it, and semflg ORed with IPC-CREAT is true, a semaphore iden

tifier and associated data structure and set of nsems semaphores are created. Permissions 

for the semaphore set are determined by the combination of the following values: 

Numeric Value Symbolic Value Meaning 
0400 SEM.R Read by owner 
0200 SEM.W Write by owner 
0040 SEM-R > 3 Read by group 
0020 SEM.W > 3 Write by group 
0004 SEM.W > 6 Read by world 
0002 SEM_R > 6 Write by world 

Table 3.2: Semaphore permissions flags. 

The 8emop system call is used to perform operations on the semaphores in semaphore 

sets. 

*include <sys/types.h> 
iincluda <sy>/ipc.h> 
•includa <sys/saa.h> 

int aaaop (aamid, opsptr, nops) 

int aaaid; 

struct senbuf **opsptr; 

unsigned int nops; 

Semid is the identifier associated with the semaphore set obtained through the semget call. 

Opsptr points to an array of sembuf structures: 
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struct sanbuf { 

ushort ssB.nuB; 

short saa.op; 

short sw>_flg; 

> 

/* semaphore 

/* semaphore 

/* operation 

number */ 

operation */ 

flags */ 

The nop8 argument is the number of dements in the array opsptr points to. The entire 

array of operations specified are done atomically in the kernel. Each operation is specified 

by the semjop value, which can be positive, negative, or zero. If semjop is positive the value 

of the semaphore is incremented by its current value. If semjop is negative, the semaphore 

is decremented by its value. If semjop is zero, we wait until the semaphore value becomes 

zero. Semaphore operations are specified to be blocking or nonblocking using semflg. Since 

operations on a set of semaphores is atomic, if one operation in the set should fail, and the 

semop call is specified as nonblocking, the call will return immediately without any of the 

semaphore operations having been performed. 

Control operations are performed on semaphores using the semctl system call: 

•include <sys/types.h> 

•include <sys/ipc.h> 
•include <sys/sem.h> 

int semctl (semid, semnum, cmd, arg) 

int semid; 
int seanum; 

int cad; 
union seaun arg; 

struct seaun { 

int val; 

struct sanld.ds 

ushort *array; 

> 
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The semctl operation can be used for all of the following: 

a. Return the value of a semaphore. 

b. Set the value of a semaphore. 

c. Return the process identifier of the last process performing an operation on the 

semaphore set. 

d. Return the number of processes waiting for the semaphore value to become greater 

than its current value. 

e. Return the number of processes waiting for the semaphore value to equal zero. 

f. Get all the semaphore values in a set. 

g. Set all the semaphore values in a set. 

h. Get the status structures for all the semaphores in a set. 

i. Set the permissions for a semaphore set. 

j. Remove a semaphore id from the system, along with the associated data structures. 

3.1.3 SHARED MEMORY 

System V UNIX also allows processes to communicate via shared memory. Two or more 

processes can communicate through a common virtual memory space using the shared 

memory system calls. Shared memory data structures are as follows: 
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•truct •hmid_d« { 
struct ipc.perm •hB.perm; /* operation psrmission struct */ 

uint ihB.sagaz; /* size of segment in bytes *1 

ushort shm.lpid; /* pid of last shatop */ 

ushort sha.cpid; /* pid of creator */ 
ushort sha.nattch; /« number of current attaches •/ 

time.t sha_atime; /• last shaat time *1 
time.t shm_dtime; /* last shmdt time */ 

time.t shm.ctime; /* last change time */ 
struct anon_map *shm_amp; /* segment anon_map pointer */ 

>; 

Shared memory segments are created using the skget call: 

•include <sys/types.h> 

•include <sys/ipc.h> 

•include <sys/shm.h> 

int shmget (key, size, shmflg) 
key.t key; 

int size; 

int shmflg; 

Shmget returns the identifier associated with the key argument. If there is no shared 

memory segment associated with key, and shmflg is ORed with IPC.CREAT, a new shared 

memory segment is created, the size of which is determined by the size argument. The 

shmflg argument is formed from the values shown in table 3.3. 

Before a process can access shared memory, it must first attach it using *hmatr. 

•include <sys/types.h> 
•include <sys/ipc.h> 
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Numeric Value Symbolic Value Meaning 
0400 SHMJt Read by owner 
0200 SHM.W Write by owner 
0040 SHMJl > 3 Read by group 
0020 SHM.W > 3 Write by group 
0004 SHMJl > 6 Read by world 
0020 SHM.W > 6 Write by world 

Table 3.3: Shared memory permissions flags. 

•include <sys/shia.h> 

char *shm&t (shmid, »shmaddr, shmflags) 
int slnid; 
char *shaaddr; 
int shmflags; 

The shmid argument is a shared memory identifier obtained via shmget. Shmaddr is the 

starting address of the shared memory segment. If shmaddr is specified as 0, the system 

selects the address. 

When a process is finished with a shared memory segment, it can detach it using ahmdk 

•include <sys/types.h> 
•include <sys/ipc.h> 
•include <sys/shm.h> 

int shmdt (shmaddr) 
char *shmaddr; 

Control operations similar to the other IPC control operations may be performed on 

shared memory segments using the ahmctl call: 

•include <sys/types.h> 
•include <sys/ipc.h> 
•include <sys/shm.h> 
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int shactl (shmid, cad, buf) 

int shaid; 
int cad; 
struct ahnid.ds *buf; 

3.2 UNIX INTERFACE TO TCP/IP 

The Berkeley UNIX programmer's interface to communication protocols is the socket. 

A socket is a generalization of the UNIX file access paradigm that provides an endpoint for 

communication. The socket has several important differences from general file descriptors. 

For one, there are several different communication protocols that can be used with sockets. 

Also, communication protocols are more complex than general file-based I/O. Sockets also 

differ from file descriptors in when they are bound. A file descriptor is bound when it 

is created. A socket is created, and bound later if desired. There are three types of 

sockets. Stream sockets provide bidirectional, reliable connection oriented service. Packets 

are not lost, duplicated, or delivered out of sequence. Datagram sockets offer bidirectional 

communications with no guarantees of reliable delivery. Applications using datagrams 

cannot depend on packets not being lost, duplicated, or delivered out of sequence. Raw 

sockets offer access to the protocols underlying the transport layer. 

Sockets are created using the socket system call: 

•include <8ys/typas.h> 
•include <sys/sock«t.h> 

int locket(don&in, type, protocol) 

int domain, type, protocol; 
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For a internet domain socket, PFJNET is specified for the domain argument. For a reliable 

connection using TCP, we specify SOCK-STREAM as the socket type, and TCP for the 

protocol constant. 

Servers that use sockets for communications need to bind their connection endpoint to 

a well known address. This is done using bind. 

•include <sys/types.h> 
•include <sys/sockat.h> 

bind(s, name, namelen) 

int s; 

struct sockaddr *nane; 
int naaalan; 

Bind requests that the name pointed to by its name parameter be bound to the socket. For 

an internet address, name has the following structure: 

struct sockaddr.in { 

short ain.family; 

u.short sin.port; 

struct in_addr.sin_addr; 

char siz_z«ro[8]; 

> 

/* domain */ 

/* port number */ 

/* internet address of host 

To connect to a socket, the connect system call is used: 

•include <sys/types.h> 

•include <sys/socket.h> 

connect(s, name, namelen) 

int s; 

struct sockaddr *name; 

int namelen; 
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The first argument is a socket descriptor. The name argument points to a structure with 

the address of the socket to connect to. Note that this address contains not only an internet 

address, but also a port number which uniquely identifies the socket in the communications 

space at the host being connected to. Namelen is the size in bytes of the address structure. 

Ebr a server to accept connections, it must first indicate its willingness to do so using 

the listen call. 

listenCs, backlog) 

int s, backlog; 

The backlog parameter indicates how many pending connections the server wishes to queue. 

Backlog is limited to five in most socket implementations. 

Once a server has indicated its willingness to accept connections, it uses the accept 

command to do so: 

tinclud* <sys/types.h> 

•include <sya/Bockat.h> 

accept(s, addr, addrlen) 

int •; 
struct sockaddr *addr; 

int * addrlen; 

Accept removes the first entry from the queue of pending connections, creates a new socket 

with the same properties as s, and allocates a new socket descriptor. If there are no pending 
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connections, and the socket is not marked as non-blocking, then accept blocks the process 

until a connection request is present. The structure addr points to is filled in with the 

address of the connecting entity. 

Data can be sent on sockets using a variety of system calls. Data can be written to and 

read from sockets using the standard read and write system calls. Data can also be sent 

and received using send and receive: 

•include <sys/types.h> 

•include <sy•/socket.h> 

int send(s, msg, len, flags) 

int s; 

char *ug; 
int len, flags; 

int recv(s, buf, len, flags) 

int s; 

char *buf; 

int len, flags; 

Send and receive have the same prototype as the write and read primitives, except for the 

flags argument. The flags argument can be used to allow out band data to be read, or to 

peek at the data in the buffer without removing it. Send and receive can only be used on 

connected sockets. There are other send (and analogous receive) operations as well. Sendto 

sends a buffer to the host specified in its argument list, and does not require its socket to 

be connected. Sendmag allows adding structure to the data sent as opposed to packing it 

all into a buffer. 

There are many useful utility routines that help in writing portable socket-based pro

grams. One important class of routines is the network byte order conversion routines. 
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#include <sys/types.h> 

•include <netinet/in.h> 

netshort » htons(hostshort); 
u_«hort netshort, hostshort; 

hoatlong • ntohl(natlong); 

u_long hoatlong, netlong; 

hostshort • ntohs(netshort); 
u.short hoatahort, netshort; 

These routines convert integer data into and out of network byte order. One typical use of 

these machines is to write data into internet address structures to ensure network portabil

ity. 

Another important routine is gethostbyname. 

•includa <sys/aockat.h> 

•includa <natdb.h> 

struct hostant *gathostbyname(name) 
char *naaa; 

struct hoatant { 

char *h_nama; /* official name of host */ 
char **h_aliaaas; /* alias list •/ 

int h.addrtypa; /* address type */ 

int h.langth; /* length of addrass */ 
char **h_addr.liat; /• list of addresses from nana server •/ 

>; 

Gethostbyname provides the application program with name lookup, and allows the 

internet address of a host to be deduced from its name. 
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Reference [22] presents an introduction to sockets, and reference [29] covers the UNIX 

socket mechanism from the programmer's perspective in depth. 

3.3 REMOTE PROCEDURE CALLS 

Remote procedure calls are a distributed processing method designed to allow program

mers to write client/server based distributed programs without having to be aware of all 

the details of the network communications on which they're based. Remote procedure calls 

involve one logical thread of control that passes between two machines - a client and a 

server [30]. The caller calls the service offered by the server as a normal procedure call and 

blocks, waiting for the procedure to 'return'. The server, which is dormant until a service 

request is made, services the client's request, and returns control back to the client. Figure 

3.1 illustrates this concept. 

Figure 3.2 shows how remote procedure calls work. The call begins at the client. The 

client program calls the client stub like a normal procedure, passing parameters to the stub. 

The client stub packs the parameters handed it into a message, and hands the message to 

the transport entity. The transport entity transmits the message over the network to the 

transport entity at the server. The transport entity at the server hands the message to the 

server stub, which unpacks the parameters from the message. The server stub then calls 

the server with the unpacked parameters. The results returned from the server are returned 

to the client in the same fashion. 

While the goal of remote procedure calls is to hide the details of networking by providing 

a procedural interface, there are many important differences between remote procedure calls 

and normal procedure calls [29][31]: 
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Remote Procedure Call 

(Client blocked) 
Server Processing 

Return from Call 

Cleint Processing 

• 

Figure 3.1: One logical thread of control. 
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Figure 3.2: Remote procedure call mechanism. 
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1. Error handling. Remote procedures calls are vulnerable to such perils as client/server 

machine crashes and lost packets. 

2. Global variables and side effects. Since there is no common address space between 

the client and the server, remote procedures cannot manipulate global variables or 

cause other side effects. 

3. Performance. Remote procedure calls are much slower than local procedure calls. 

4. Authentication. Programs using remote procedure calls may need an authentication 

scheme when handling sensitive data over an unsecure network. 

5. Parameter passing. While passing variables by value is valid in the RPC paradigm, 

passing values by reference does not make sense, since the client and server do not 

share the same address space. Many RPC implementations avoid this difficulty by 

not allowing remote procedure calls with pass by reference parameters. 

6. Binding. Binding involves mapping a remote procedure call in a client to the server's 

host and process address. In Sun's implementation of RPC, clients must know the 

host the service resides on, and the server's port is determined using the portmapper 

service. The portmapper provides a lookup service for server ports. When a service 

is started, it registers the port it is listening to and the services it provides with the 

portmapper. A client then queries the portmapper to obtain the port of the service 

it desires. 
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7. Network transport. There are no reliability guarantees implicit in RPCs. The pro

grammer must be aware of the characteristics of the underlying transport protocol 

before making any assumptions about the reliability of the procedure calls. 

8. Call semantics. With local procedure calls, there is no question of how many times 

the called procedure was executed. With remote procedure calls, however, this is not 

always the case. The possibility of server crashes alter the semantics of RPCs from 

those of conventional procedure calls. 

There are three ways for clients to handle server crashes: 

(a) Do nothing. In this case, the client waits forever for the server to respond. 

(b) Time out and raise an exception. The client sets a timer before calling the 

remote procedure. If the timer expires before a reply is received, the call 're

turns' indicating error and/or invokes an exception handler. In this scenario, 

the procedure will have executed at most one time. 

(c) Timeout and retransmit. If no reply is received after a certain length of time, 

the remote procedure call is repeated. This leads to the possibility of the remote 

procedure call having been executed more than once. 

The methods for dealing with server crashes allow us to characterize RPC semantics 

as so: 

(a) Exactly once. Every procedure call is executed exactly one time. This cannot 

be guaranteed in a network environment. 
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(b) At most once. In this case control always returns to the caller. If there is no 

error reported, the remote procedure executed. If there was an error, the client 

gives up on the procedure call and performs exception handling. Operations 

that are non-idempotent fall into this category. A non-idempotent operation is 

an operation that cannot be repeated over and over without harm. 

(c) At least once. This involves timeouts and retransmissions. In this case it is not 

known how many times the procedure actually executed. This is acceptable for 

idempotent operations. 

Sun Microsystem's Remote Procedure Call protocol is based on the client/server archi

tecture, which models transactions as call/reply message pairs. Clients send a message 

to 'call* the remote service, and receive a reply from the server. Using the XDR data 

description language, we can represent the message types as 

enum msg.type { 

CALL - 0, 

REPLY - 1 

>5 

The client sends a call message to the server. The server may either accept the the message 

' or reject it. The status of the reply defined as 

enum reply.st&t { 

MSG.ACCEPTED - 0, 

MSG.DEIIED - 1 

>! 
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The reasons for message rejection are incompatible implementations of RPC, or authenti

cation failure. 

enum rajact.stat { 
RPC.HISMATCH • 0, /* RPC version number !• 2 *f 
AUTH.ERROR "1 /* remote can't authenticate caller */ 

>; 

The acceptance of a message doesn't guarantee the procedure call succeeded. The status 

of an attempted remote procedure is given by 

enum accept.st&t { 
SUCCESS • 0, /* RPC exacutad successfully •/ 
PROG.UNAVAIL • 1, /* remote hasn't exported program */ 

PR0G.NISKATCH " 2, /* remote can't support version # */ 
PROC.UNAVAIL • 3, /• program can't support procedure */ 
GARBAGE.ARCS • 4 /* procedure can't decode params */ 

>; 

All RPC messages consist of a transaction id and call information or reply information: 

struct rpc.msg < 
unsigned int xid; 

union switch (msg.type mtype) < 
case CALL: 

c&ll.body cbody; 

case REPLY: 

reply.body rbody; 
> body; 

The body of a call message is written as: 



struct call.body < 
unsigned int rpevers; /* must b« equal to two (2) */ 

unsigned int prog; 

unsigned int vers; 

unsigned int proc; 
opaque.auth cred; 
opaque.auth verf; 
/* procedure specific parameters start here */ 

J; 

The body of a reply message is written as: 

union reply.body switch (reply.stat stat) { 

case MSG.ACCEPTED: 
accepted_reply areply; 

case HSG.DENIED: 
rejected.reply rreply; 

> reply; 

The body of a reply to an accepted message is structured as 

struct accepted_reply { 

opaque.auth verf; 

union switch (accept.stat stat) { 

case SUCCESS: 

opaque results[0]; 

/* 
* procedure-specific results start here */ 

* /  
case PROG.MISHATCH: 

struct { 

unsigned int low; 
unsigned int high; 

> mismatch.info; 

default: 

/• 
* Void. Cases include PROG.UNAVAIL. PROC.WAVAIL, 
* and GARBAGE.ARGS. 
»/ 
void; 
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> reply.data; 

>; 

Refer to [30] for more details regarding Sun's RPC protocol. 

To simplify the process of coding remote procedure calls, Sun Microsystem's provides a 

RPC protocol compiler with its implementation of RPCs [19]. ThiB compiler, called rpcgen, 

takes a protocol specification written in RPC language and produces C code. This compiler 

takes a protocol specification, and produces a header file to be included by the client and 

the server, a client stub, and a server stub. 

The basic form of an RPC protocol specification is 

program PROGRAM.KAHE { 
version PR0GRAM.VERS { 
return-type PROCEDURE1 (argument type) • 1; 
return-type PR0CEDURE2 (argunent type) • 2;  
* * • 

> • version-number; 
> • program-number; 

Program numbers are classified as shown in table 3.4. 

3.4 EXTERNAL DATA REPRESENTATION 

External Data Representation (XDR) is a standard for computer independent data en

coding [16]. XDR fits into the ISO OSI model at the presentation layer. XDR allows 

machines to encode data into a single portable standard, freeing the applications program

mer from having to know the byte ordering and data format for each machine involved in 
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Range Owner 
00000000 - lfffffif Sun Microsystems 
20000000 - Defined by user 
40000000 - Transient 
60000000 - Reserved 
80000000 - Reserved 
aOOOOOOO - bffiK Reserved 
cOOOOOOO - dfffffff .Reserved 
eOOOOOOO - fffiffff Reserved 

Table 3.4: Program number assignments for RPCs 

the application. It also simplifies adding a new machine to a distributed system. As long 

as the machine can encode and decode data in the XDR format, there will be no problems 

with data portability. XDR has been implemented for a diverse collection of machines, such 

as Suns, VAXen, IBM-PCs, and Crays [16]. 

XDR represents all items as multiples of 4 bytes. Bytes are numbered 0 through n, and 

byte m always proceeds byte m + 1. If the n bits required to contain the data is not a 

multiple of 4, then extra bytes containing all zeros are added to pad the representation. 

XDR allows almost any data structure to be encoded by providing data encoding and 

decoding filters for all types of numeric data, as well as construction primitives that allow 

structures, unions, arrays, and other data types to be represented. 

3.5 VAX Rdb/VMS 

The database management system used in this project is VAX Rdb/VMS. VAX Rdb/VMS 

is a relational database. A relational database organizes the data contained in it as tables, 

and there are several operations provided that are used to manipulate tables. A widely 
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accepted definition for relational database management systems is that of Codd [32]. Codd 

has summarized the properties of relational database systems into twelve rules: 

1. The information rule. All the data in a relational database is organized at the logical 

level as tables. 

2. The guaranteed access rule. Each and every datum in the table is guaranteed to be 

accessible by a combination of table name and primary key value. 

3. Systematic treatment of null values. Null values are used to represent missing infor

mation and inapplicable values. 

4. Online relational catalog. The database description is represented at the logical level 

the same way as normal data, and can be manipulated in the same way. 

5. The comprehensive data sublanguage rule. There must be at least one language, with 

well defined syntax, representable as character strings, that supports: 

(a) Data definition. 

(b) View definition. 

(c) Data manipulation. 

(d) Integrity constraints. 

(e) Authorization. 

(f) Transaction boundaries. 

6. View updating rule. All views updatable in theory are updatable by the system. 
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7. High level insert, update, and delete. The operations must be supported for manip

ulating data a set at a time. 

8. Physical data independence. 

9. Logical data independence. 

10. Integrity independence. Integrity constraints are stored separately from the data. 

The integrity constraints must be able to be redefined without affecting existing 

applications programs. 

11. Distribution independence. Application programs are independent from data distri

bution. 

12. The nonsubversion rule. Low level language access cannot subvert high level integrity 

constraints. 

VAX Rdb/VMS has several features, including [33]: 

a. Interactive SQL interface for data definition and manipulation. 

b. An SQL precompiler for allowing SQL statements to be embedded in applications 

programs. 

c. Several database utilities, including utilities for database backup and restore, an in

tegrity verifier, and performance analysis tools. 

d. Concurrency and integrity control. 

e. Security provisions. 



f. Data dictionary. 

g. Distributed database environment. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DBN IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 SYSTEM DESIGN AND PROCESS STRUCTURE 

The design of the DBN was done by first determining the functions to be provided by 

the DBN, then partitioning the functions into concurrent processes. The design of the DBN 

also involved defining the interfaces between the processes comprising the system. 

From the system design description, it is apparent that each DBN must perform the 

following functions: 

a. WS to DBN software interface service. 

b. DBMS querying service. 

c. Image retrieval services (both online and offline). 

d. Image storage service. 

Not apparent from the system design description was the need for: 

a. An offline retrieval request logging process. 

b. A remote image catalog database server process, and a remote copy of the image 

catalog. 
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The offline retrieval request logging process provides crash recovery to the systems of

fline retrieval request queue. While interactive transactions will be lost when a system 

crash occurs, the offline retrieval request logging process can restore the state of the offline 

retrieval request queue when the system comes back online. 

The need for the remote image catalog database server process became apparent during 

the DBN's implementation phase. It became apparent that to access the DBMS software 

via a remote procedure call each time an image location was looked up involved too much 

overhead, and consequently hurt the performance of the system. To allow quick image 

location mappings, a copy of the image catalog database is kept on the interface server 

machine, using the UNIX dbm library routines. 

To keep the image catalog database copy consistent with the image catalog used by the 

DBMS, a procedural interface to the image catalog database copy waa defined as a remote 

procedure call protocol. Modifications made to the image catalog copy are made by the 

software that manipulates the DBMS's image catalog, using a variant of the two phase 

commit protocol. Since the modifications are made via remote procedure call, the RPC 

interface to the image catalog copy runs as a background process. The image catalog, its 

remote copy, and the remote procedure call protocol interface will be discussed in greater 

detail in section 4.7. 

The system requirements were partitioned into the following processes: 

1. Interface server process (see section 4.2). This process is responsible for reading 

ImageNet protocol requests from the WS, invoking the proper routines to service the 

requests, and returning the results of the request. 
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2. Offline image retrieval request process (see section 4.3) This process is responsible for 

reading offline image retrieval requests, retrieving images into a central cache area, 

transferring the cached images to the user that requested them, and deleting images 

from the cache area once they've been retrieved. 

3. Offline image retrieval request log process (see section 4.4) This process is responsible 

for logging offline image retrieval request activity, and for restoring the offline image 

retrieval request process message queue after system failures. 

4. Image tracking process (see section 4.5). This process is used by the DBN adminis

trator to manage the storage of images in the DBN. 

5. Database server process (see section 4.6). This process is responsible for translating 

user queries into SQL, and also for querying the database. 

6. Image retrieval server (see section 4.7). This process is responsible for transferring 

stored images. 

These processes aire distributed over three classes of machines in the DBN: interface servers, 

image servers, and database servers (see Table 4.1). Interface servers run the interface server 

process, offline image retrieval request process, offline image retrieval request log process, 

and image tracking process. Interface server machines are the only machines in the DBN 

that the user WS may connect to. Image servers run the image retrieval server software, and 

database servers run the image tracking process and database server process. Figure 4.1 

shows the interfaces between the processes comprising the DBN, and shows the modules 

containing the interfaces. Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 model the interactions between the 
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various processes using Petri net models. Petri net models are a useful tool for modeling 

concurrent processes [15][34]. Petri nets consist of three elements: places, which represent 

states, transitions, which represent events, and input and output arcs, which represent 

inputs and outputs, respectively. For an overview of Petri nets, see [35]. 

Figure 4.5 shows the architecture of the DBN implementation. Figure 4.6 shows detail 

of what processes run on what class of machine. The implementation consists of 14 work

stations connected to an Ethernet LAN. There are five VAXstation 3100's, running the 

VMS operating system, Each VAXstation runs VAX Rdb/VMS DBMS software and uses 

TGV Multinet's implementation of TCP/IP, Berkeley socket library, and Sun Microsys

tem's Remote Procedure Call protocol. The performance of the VAXstation 3100 is rated 

at roughly 3 MIPS. There are eight Sun 4's being used as image servers. Five of them 

are SPARCstation l's (12 MIPS), and three are Sun IPC's (15.8 MIPS). The IPC's and 

one SPARCstation run SunOS 4.1, and the other SPARCstations run SunOS 4.0.3. The 

interface server is a Sun 4/390 rated at 16 MIPS. This is a file server class machine. In this 

implementation, the VAXstations are database servers, the Sun4/390 is an interface server, 

and the SPARCstations and IPC's are image servers (see Table 4.1). 

System Number Operating System Machine Class MIPS 
VAXstation 3100 5 VMS Database Server 3 
SPARCstation 5 UNIX (SunOS) Image Server 12 

IPC 3 UNIX (SunOS) Image Server 15.8 
Sun4/390 1 UNIX (SunOS) Interface Server 16 

Table 4.1: DBN implementation functional partitions. 
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Figure 4.6: DBN processes are partitioned among different machine classes. 
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4.2 WS TO DBN SOFTWARE INTERFACE IMPLEMENTATION 

The DBN's side of the WS to DBN software interface is called the interface server. The 

interface server is responsible for handling the communications with the WSs. Figure 4.7 

shows the flow of the interface server daemon. A daemon is a background process not 

associated with any login process or terminal that waits for an event to occur or provides a 

periodic service [29]. The software interface daemon listens for connections on the DBN's 

interface port. When a connection is established, the daemon creates a new process to 

service the connection. The new process is created using the fork() system call, which 

creates a new process that is a copy of the process that invoked fork(). A process that's 

forked from a parent with a connected socket also has the same connected socket. Interface 

processing continues in the forked process, and the daemon closes its connection and waits 

for a new connection. Before the server begins its listen, establish connection, fork process, 

close connection cyde, there are a number of steps it must undertake to become a daemon. 

These steps will be illustrated with code from the ImageNet interface server. 

One important task a server must perform is the reaping of its zombie children. If zombie 

children are not reaped, the operating system kernel will run out of process descriptors, 

and no new processes may be created. When the process forked by the server exits, it is 

marked by the operating system kernel as defunct, and remains in the process table until 

its parent process obtains the exit status of its child. The parent obtains the exit status of 

its children using the wait() system call. If the interface server were to call wait() after it 

forked the service process, it would block until the child finished. This is undesirable since 

the jobs of the interface server is to fork processes as connection attempts arrive. 
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The solution is to use a signal handler to do the waits. Whenever a child process exits, 

a SIGCLD signal is sent by the kernel to the parent. By establishing a signal handler to 

catch these signals, the interface server can reap the zombie children by doing a wait for 

each child that has already finished. The signal handler is set up using signal(): 

signal (SIGCLD, gripReaper); 

The above call establishes grimReaper() as the signal handler for zombie children. When

ever a child exits, grimReaper() is called via the signal handler. 

void grimReaparO { 

int pid; 
union vait status; 

while ( (pid » vait3 (fcstatus, WMOHANG, (struct rusaga •) 0)) > 0) 

« 

> 

The grimfteaper() function simply calls a non-blocking version of wait until all defunct 

children's exit statuses have been read. 

After establishing its child reaper, the daemon disables terminal stop signals: 

signal (SIGTTOU, SIG.IGN); 

signal (SIGTTIM, SIG.IGM); 
signal (SIGTSTP, SIG.1GK); 

If the daemon is not started in the background, the daemon forks a process to run in the 

background, and lets the parent exit: 
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if ((childid - forkO) < 0) { 

parror ("Can't fork11); 
exit (1); 

> alaa 
if (childid > 0) 
exit (0); 

Next, the daemon disassociates from its controlling process groups, and makes sure it won't 

reacquire a controlling terminal: 

if (aatpgrp (0, gatpidO) «« -1) { 

parror ("Can't change process group"); 

axit (1); 
> 

if ((fd • opan ("/dev/tty", O.RDVR)) >• 0) { 

ioctl (fd, TIOCHOTTY, (char *) NULL); 

closa (fd); 

> 

Disassociating from the process group isolates the daemon from signals sent to its original 

process group. After disassociating from its process group and controlling terminal, the 

daemon performs basic clean up by closing open file descriptors, changing its working 

directory to the root of the file system, and clearing its file creation mask. For a more 

detailed discussion of daemons, see [29]. 

After the process becomes a daemon, it sets up its service routine and begins its service: 

/* aat up socket •/ 

a - aockat ( AF.INET, SOCK.STREAM, 0); 

if ( s < 0 ) < 

parror ("Error in server sockat setup"); 
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exit ( -1 ); 
> 

/* assign nans characteristics */ 

name.sin_family " AF.INET; 

nana.sin.addr.s^addr » IMADDR.ANY; 
nama.sin.port • htons ( IHGNETPORT ); 

/* bind socket */ 

if ( bind ( s. (struct sockaddr *) tname, sizeof nana) •• -1) { 

parror ("Error in binding server"); 
exit ( -2 ); 

> 

/* listen for connections on socket */ 

listen (s, S); 

for ( ; ; ) { 

len • sizeof ( fro* ); 

/* accept connection to server */ 

ns • accept ( s, (struct sockaddr *) tfrom, Alen ); 

/* create process to service connection */ 

if ( forkO — 0) { 

close (s); 

service.con (ns, tfrom ); 
> 

close ( ns ); /• parent process */ 

> 

In the child process, service_con() handles all the communication between the DBN and 

the WS (Figure 4.8). The function of service_con() is to receive frames from the WS, 
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determine the type of frame received, and call the appropriate function to further process 

the frame. There are five categories of frames received received by the DBN from WSs: data 

dictionary, selection, query, image retrieval, and disconnect frames. In addition, there are 

three different kinds of retrieval frames, and five different kinds of data dictionary frames. 

The service_con() function continues to read frames from the WS until a disconnect frame 

is received. It is possible that a disconnect frame will never be sent, however, and the 

process servicing the connection could wait forever for a disconnect frame that will never 

come. To prevent this, a timer is set before the service blocks awaiting a frame from the 

WS. This is done through the use of a signal handler and the alarm() system call. Before 

blocking to read data from a socket, alarm() is called to set a timer. After data is read 

from the socket, the alarm is canceled. If the alarm expires before any data is read from 

the socket, the signal handler for the alarm signal is invoked. The signal handler closes the 

connection, and the process exits. 

4.2.1 DATA DICTIONARY FRAME PROCESSING 

If a data dictionary frame is received from the WS, service_con() calls datadict(). This 

function classifies the data dictionary request, and calls the appropriate function to handle 

each class of frame (see Figure 4.9). If the request is a data dictionary new request, 

dict_new() ib called. If it is a data dictionary all frame, dict_all() is called. Diet jnore() is 

called if the request is data dictionary more, and dict_rexp() is called if the request is data 

dictionary regular expression. 

The flowchart for dict-new() is shown in Figure 4.10. This function first determines 

which variant of data dictionary new has been received. There are two valid types of data 
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dictionary new frames: data dictionary new subject and data dictionary new all. Data 

dictionary new subject returns a list of all new images added to the relation indicated by 

subject after the given date. Data dictionary new all returns a list of all the new relations 

added to the database after the given date. 

If the frame is a data dictionary new subject frame, the following operations are per

formed: The relation to be examined for new images is read from the frame, along with 

the date that specifies the maximum age of the images. An RPC client handle is created 

using in clnt_create(). If the client can't be created, an error message is sent to the worksta

tion, and the function terminates. If the client handle is created successfully, the date and 

subject are placed in the argument for the RPC, and the remote procedure datadictl_l() 

is called. After datadictl_l() returns, packImageList() is called to pack the list of image 

names and descriptions into a frame and send the frame to the WS. Both datadictl_l() and 

packlmageListO will be discussed later in more detail. 

If the frame is a data dictionary new all frame, then the following takes place. First, the 

date specifying the maximum date of the relations is read from the frame. The RPC client 

handle is then created, the data packed into an argument for the remote procedure, and 

the remote procedure datadict2_l() is called. The results from the call are then processed 

by calling packNameList(), and the function returns. 

If the frame being processed by datadict() is a data dictionary all frame, dict_all() is 

called (Figure 4.11). Dict_all() is reponsible for calling the remote procedure that will return 

the list of all relations in the database. Dict_all() also calls the procedure to pack the list 

of relation names returned by the remote procedure into a frame and send the frame to the 

WS. lb call the remote procedure, dict_all() creates its client handle using clnt_create(). 
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Remote procedure datadict3-l() is then called, and packNameList() is called to process the 

results returned by the remote procedure call. 

If the DBN software interface receives a data dictionary more frame, dict_more() is called 

to process it (Figure 4.12). When a WS sends a data dictionary more request, it is asking 

to receive more of the same data information last sent to the WS. For example, should a 

data dictionary command result in a list of 300 image names, only 20 of the image names 

will be sent at a time to the WS. The WS would 6end data dictionary more requests to 

receive the rest of the images, 20 at a time. 

Diet .more is implemented as follows. First, the types of information returned by data 

dictionary requests are defined as 

enun list.t {QUERYLIST, XKAGELIST, NAMELIST}; 

A query list is a list of attributes and allowed values used in formulating a query. An 

imagelist is a list of image names, identifiers, and descriptions, and a name list is a list of 

relation names. The exact definitions and structures for these list will be presented later. 

The following structure is used to hold previous data dictionary results that have not 

yet been sent to the WS: 

struct listholder { 

•nun list.t type; /* type tag •/ 

querylist QueryList; /* list of attributes and values used for query */ 

iaagelist IaageList; /* list of images */ 

nuelist NueList; /* list of relation names */ 

> listholder; 
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Diet .more () simply determines the list to send by reading the type tag in the list holder 

structure. If the list is a query list, nothing is done since at the moment all query lists can 

be returned in a single frame. If the list is a name list, packNameList() is called, and if the 

list is an image list, packImageList() is called. 

Dict_rexp() handles data dictionary regular expression frames (Figure 4.13). Dict_rexp() 

reads the regular expression from the frame. The client handle is created, remote procedure 

datadict5_l() is called and packNameList() is called to process the results returned by 

datadict5_l(). 

4.2.2 SELECTION FRAME PROCESSING 

Selection frames are sent by the WS to the DBN to indicate which relation is to be 

queried. In response to the selection frame, the DBN returns the names of the attributes 

associated with the relation, along with the allowed values of the attributes. Service_con() 

calls selection() to process selection frames (see Figure 4.14). Selection reads the selected 

relation from the frame, creates a client handle, and calls the remote procedure selectl_l(). 

After selectl-10 returns, packQueryList() is invoked. PackQueryList() packs the results 

into a frame, and sends the frame to the WS. Selectl.l() and packQueryList() will be 

discussed in more detail in a later section. 

< 

4.2.S QUERY FRAME PROCESSING 

Query frames are processed by query() (Figure 4.15). Query() is invoked by select_con() 

when a query frame is received after a selection frame is received. If no relation has been 

selected and a query frame arrives, an error message is sent to the WS, and the query 
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frame is ignored. Query() first reads the number of attributes used in the query. 

For each attribute, the attribute name, the number of fields in the frame associated with 

the attribute, the attribute type, and the attribute's data type are read. For each field 

associated with an attribute, a value is read. While the information is being read from the 

frame, it is recorded in an array. The array has the following structure: 

typedef union datum { 

char debar; 

int dint; 
short dshrt; 

long dlong; 
unsigned short dushrt; 

unsigned long dulong; 

double ddbl; 
float dflt; 

char *dstring; 
> Datum; 

/* character data */ 

/* integer data •/ 
/« short data */ 

/* long data */ 

/• unsigned short data */ 

/* unsigned long data */ 
/* double data */ 

/* float data */ 
/* string data */ 

typedef struct query.rec { 

char *attribute; /* attribute name */ 
unsigned long tag; /* attribute type tag */ 

Datum data; /* union containing attribute value */ 
> Query.rec; 

Query.rec query [MAXFIELDS]; 

The query array records the attribute name, value, and type for each attribute value. 

Once all the data is read from the frame, processjquery() is invoked to process the query 

(Figure 4.16). The address of the first element in the query array is passed to process query 

as an argument. Process query builds a linked list of values using the information contained 

in the query array, appends a node to the head of the list containing the relation name, 
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and calls remote procedure query 1_1(). The results from the query are then processed by 

paclcImageList(). 

4.2.4 RETRIEVAL FRAME PROCESSING 

There are three kinds of retrieval frames: retrieve by name, retrieve by key, and retrieve 

cached. Service.con() invokes retnaxne() (Figure 4.17) if a retrieve by name frame arrives. 

Retname() begins by reading the retrieval mode and deadline from the frame. The 

retrieval mode can be online or offline. If the retrieval mode is offline, the deadline is 

used to assign a priority to the retrieval request. The number of images to be retrieved is 

next read from the frame, and for each image name subsequently read from the frame, the 

following is performed. If the retrieval mode was specified as online, the image name is read 

from the frame, and the host name where the image is stored is lookup in the local image 

map database. The image name and host name are then stored in arrays. Once all the 

image names have been read, the images are retrieved by calling retrieveJmage(), passing 

it the image name and host name arrays. If the retrieval mode was specified as offline, the 

image name is read from the frame and mapped to an image identification number, host 

identification number pair using the local image map database. If the image name is the 

first read from the frame, get_token() is called to obtain a unique identifier that will be 

used later to identify the cached images to be retrieved. Get .priority () is also called to map 

the retrieval deadline to a priority for the retrieval. Finally, all the information is packed 

into a message, and sent to the offline retrieval process message queue. This is done for 

each image name in the frame. Once all the image names have been processed, a positive 
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acknowledgment with the retrieval token is returned to the WS if there have been no errors 

queueing the retrieval requests. If there were any errors, a negative acknowledgment is sent. 

If a retrieve by key request frame arrives, service_con() invokes retrieve(). Retrieve() 

(Figure 4.18) first reads the retrieval mode and deadline from the frame. Next, the number 

of images to be retrieved is read. Image keys are then read from the frame. An image key 

is defined as: 

typadef struct imagakey { 
unsigned long host_num; /* host number */ 
unsigned long image.id; /* image id */ 

> ImageKey; 

A unique image key exists for each image in the system. If the retrieval mode is online, 

the key is mapped to a host name/image name pair and stored in arrays. When all the keys 

have been read and mapped, retrieveJmage() is called. If the retrieval mode is offline, each 

key read from the frame is copied into a message along with the retrieval priority obtained 

from get_priority() and the token returned by get_token().The message is then sent to the 

offline retrieval process's message queue. If the requests are queued successfully, a positive 

acknowledgment is sent retrieve the images. If there was an error queueing the messages, 

a negative acknowledgment is returned. 

Images to be retrieved offline are claimed later by WS users by sending a retrieve cached 

images request. Retcache() processes these requests (Figure 4.19). Retcache reads the token 

identifying the cached image set, then calls transferjcache() (Figure 4.20). Transfer _cache() 

takes the offline retrieval token and converts it into a directory name to search for the 

cached images. If the directory does not exist, or there are no cached images, an error 
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Figure 4.19: Function retcache() handles requests to retrieve cached images. 

frame is sent to the WS, and transferjcache() returns. If the directory exists and there are 

image files in it, the names of the images to be transferred are recorded in a logfile, and 

send_cached() is called to send the the cached images to the WS. After send .cached returns, 

the images and the directory specified by the token are removed from the cache area. 

Send_cached() (Figure 4.21) performs the actual transfer of cached images. This proce

dure first opens the cache directory. A header to precede all image data is prepared in the 

frame buffer (see Figure 2.5 for the frame format). For each image to be sent, the following 

is performed. First, the image file to be sent is opened. The file size is determined and 

used to calculate how many frames will be required to send the image. Each image frame 

has a header written to it, along with 900 bytes of image data. The total size of the frame 

is 1024 bytes. After all the frames are sent, the file is closed. 
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Retrieve_image() (Figure 4.22) sends images to the WS in the same way as sendjcached(), 

with the notable difference of having to relay the image data from an image server to the 

WS. RetrieveJmage() first builds the transfer header. This header is prepended to the 

first frame in the transfer sequence. Next, retrieve Jmage() steps through a list of images 

and their associated host. For each image to retrieve, retrieveJmage() connects to the 

image retrieval server on the host containing the image. The name of the image iB sent to 

the image server, and the server either sends back an error message if the image cannot 

be located, or transfer parameters if the image is present. If an error is indicated, the 

connection to the server is closed, an error message is sent to the WS, and the function 

moves on to the next image to retrieve. If no error message is received, image data is read 

from the image server, prepended with an image header, and sent to the WS. 

4.3 OFFLINE IMAGE REQUEST PROCESS 

The offline image retrieval process is responsible processing offline image retrieval re

quests. This process must be able to read requests, transfer images from image servers to 

a cache area, and allow images to be claimed from the cache area. The offline image re

trieval process is a daemon with a message queue. When interface server processes wish to 

retrieve images in the offline mode, they send a message containing the information needed 

to retrieve the desired image to the offline image process message queue. The structure of 

the message is: 

•define HKEY 15234L /• Massage queue key */ 
•define PERNS 0666 /* Message queue peraissions */ 

/*  
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Figure 4.22: Fanction retrieve Jmage() retrieves image data from image servers. 
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* Message types - correspond to massage priorities, 

*/ 

•define RET1 1L 

•define RET2 2L 
•define RET3 3L 

•define RET4 4L 
•define RBT5 SL 

/* Priority 1 ~ highest priority */ 

/* Priority 2 */ 
/• Priority 3 +/ 

/• Priority 4 •/ 
/* Priority 6 - lowest priority */ 

typedef struct token.type { 

int proc.id; 
int transaction.id; 

> Token; 

/* process id */ 
/* transaction id */ 

typedef struct image.key { 
unsigned long host.num; 
unsigned long image.id; 

> ImageKey; 

typedef structmy.msgbuf { 

long mtype; 
Token token; 

ImageKey key; 

> Message; 

/* host number id */ 

/* image id */ 

/» message priority */ 
/» retrieval token */ 

/• image id key */ 

Tokens are obtained when an offline retrieval request is made, and the interface server calls 

assign _token(): 

/* 
* Token assign.token () 
* 

* Assign token to identify process for later offline retrieval. 

*/ 

Token assign.token 0 

Token token; 
int pid, trans.code; 
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pid • gatpidQ; /* gat process id */ 

trans.code * randO; /* choose a random number */ 

token.proc.id • pid; 
tokan.transaction.Id • trans.coda; 

raturn ( tokan ); 

> 

The offline retrieval process flowchart is shown in Figure 4.23. Since the process is a 

daemon, it must undergo the same steps outlined explained earlier for the interface daemon, 

namely set up signal handlers, ignore terminal stop signals, and so on. After this is done, 

the message queue is created using msgget(). If the queue can't be created, the process logs 

an error message, and exits. If the queue is created, the main program transfers control to 

function server(). 

ServerQ (Figure 4.24) does nothing but read messages from the message queue and call 

a function to process the read messages. Server() processes five priorities of message, the 

priorities having been assigned to the offline retrieval request based on the deadline of the 

request. Server() first attempts a non-blocking receipt of a priority one message. If there 

are priority one messages in the queue, the messages are read and processed until a fixed 

limit of priority messages have been read (or until there are no more priority one messages), 

after which receipt of priority two messages is tried. If there are priority two messages in 

the queue, the messages are read either until a fixed limit of them have been read or there 

are no more priority two messages. Processing continues in the same manner with priority 

three, four, and five messages, after which the entire process starts again with priority one 
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Figure 4.23: Process ret_q sets up offline retrieval message queue. 
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Figure 4.25: Function procjreq() is called to process offline image retrieval request messages. 

messages. For each class of message read, there is a tunable constant controlling how many 

messages are processed at a time. By limiting the amount of messages read per priority 

level pass, starvation of low priority requests can be avoided. 

When serverQ reads a message from the queue, proc_req() (Figure 4.25) is called to 

process the offline retrieval request contained in the message. Proc_req() uses the offline 

retrieval token contained in the message to build subdirectories to hold images in the 

system's image cache area. First, a subdirectory is built from the process id in the token, 
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and then a subdirectory in the first subdirectory is made from the transaction id in the 

token. For example, if the process id is 422, the transaction id is 54378, and the cache area 

is /usr/local/cache, then the subdirectory to hold the images associated with the token 

will be /usr/local/cache/422/54378. After the directory is created, an entry is made in the 

offline retrieval process log file, noting the name of the created directory, and the time of 

creation. The process then changes its working directory to the cache directory, and calls 

get image() to retrieve the image. 

Get Jmage() (Figure 4.26) retrieves the image from its image server into the cache area. 

Get Jmage() maps the host id and image id in the message to an image name and a host 

name, and writes theses names to a log file, along with a time stamp. Next, a connection 

endpoint is created, and get Jmage() attempts to connect to the image server containing the 

desired image. If the connection cannot be established, get Jmage() abandons the retrieval 

attempt. If the connection is established, the name of the image to be retrieved is sent to 

the image server, and get Jmage() awaits a reply. If the reply indicates the desired message 

cannot be retrieved from the server, an error message is logged, the connection is closed, 

and get Jmage() returns. If no error is indicated by the image server, the image file in the 

cache area is opened, and get Jmage{) readB image data from the image server and writes 

it to the file. When all the image data has been read, the file is closed, the connection to 

the image server is closed, and get Jmage() returns. 

4.4 OFFLINE IMAGE RETRIEVAL REQUEST LOG PROCESS 

The offline image retrieval log process is used to restore the state of the offline image 

retrieval queue in the event of a system crash. This is done by maintaining a file of offline 
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Figure 4.26: Function get_image() retrieves images into the cache area. 
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retrieval requests that have been sent to the offline image retrieval message queue. When 

the system is restarted, the offline image retrieval log process reads the offline retrieval 

requests from its logfile, puts them into messages, and send the messages to the offline 

retrieval process message queue. 

Figure 4.27 shows the flowchart for the offline retrieval log process. First, the necessary 

steps required to become a daemon are performed, as explained earlier. Next, the names 

of the current and backup logfiles are determined. Restore() is called, the log file opened, 

and the message queue is created. The message queue receives duplicates of the messages 

sent to the offline retrieval queue. Next, the process enters a loop in which messages are 

read and their contents written to a file. The number of iterations for this loop is fixed, and 

once the loop completes the logfile is closed, the old logfile is truncated, then the current 

logfile becomes the old log file. A new log file is created, and the message processing loop 

resumes. Log files are rotated to protect against file content loss. If a server crashes, 

it is likely the contents of the open file will be lost. If only a few messages are recorded in 

each log file, and if offline retrieval requests are quickly fulfilled, then the amount of lost 

messages at crash time will be small. 

The procedure that restores logged messages is restore() (Figure 4.28). RestoreQ first 

attempts to open the most current log file. If it can't be opened, the older of the two 

logfiles is opened. If that can't be done, restore() gives up, and control is returned to the 

main program. After a log file has been opened, each message in the log file is read, 

packed into a message structure, and sent to the offline retrieval request queue. Once all 

the messages have been read and sent, the logfile is closed, and restoreQ returns. 
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4.5 IMAGE TRACKING PACKAGE 

The image tracking package is a simple program that allows the DBN administrator to 

add and delete images at the DBN. The package also allows the administrator to images 

by identification number and by name, and to list all the images in the DBN. The image 

tracking package runs on the same machines that host the DBMS software and relational 

database. The image tracking package is the interface through which the DBN's image 

catalog is manipulated. The image catalog is a list of all the images in the DBN, and 

records the image name, the host on which the image is located, the identifier for the 

image, the date the image was added to the system, and a description of the image. 

The image catalog has the image name, identifier, and host identifier fields duplicated 

in a database on the interface server. The interface server's copy of the image catalog 

is implemented using the UNIX dbm single key database routines. These routines allow 

C language access to simple key - record databases, such as those typically used by the 

operating system on UNIX machines. To insure consistency between the image catalog 

residing on the DBMS server and the catalog on the interface server, a simplified version 

of the two phase commit protocol is used, along with a remote procedure call interface to 

the catalog on the interface server. 

The local image catalog database is managed using the VAX Rdb/VMS relational DBMS 

software. The image tracking package was written in C using embedded SQL statements 

to access and manipulate the database. Embedded SQL involves the use of an SQL pre

compiler. SQL statements are placed directly in the source code. A precompiler is used to 
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transform the embedded SQL statements into a form that is suitable for processing by the 

standard C compiler. 

The image tracking package is a simple menu driven package. When the package is 

started, a menu displays the actions the user may choose: 

Select option; 

a: Add record 
b: Delete record 

c: Lookup by name 

d: Lookup by id 

e: Print all records 
f: Print records to file 
g: Quit 

Enter option: 

The user selects the desired action by typing the letter associated with desired action. 

The package then prompts the user for whatever information may be required, performs 

the specified action, then displays the main menu again. This cycle is shown in Figure 4.29. 

If the user selects the "add record" action, add Jnterface() is called to process the request 

(Figure 4.30). Add_interface() starts by prompting the user for the name of the image and 

the name of the host on which the image resides. If the image name and host name are 

entered without error, the host name is mapped to a host identification number, using the 

following SQL code: 

EXEC SQL DECLARE HOST.CURSOR CURSOR FOR 

SELECT HoatMumbsr 
FROM HostTabl* 

WHERE HostName • :hostname; 

/* 
* Lookup host number. 
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•/ 

EXEC SQL OPEN HOST.CURSOR; 

EXEC SQL FETCH HOST.CURSOR INTO 
:host_id; 

if (SQLCA.SQLCODE I- SQL.SUCCESS) { 
fprintf (stdarr, "Hostnan* is unknown: update boat tabla\n"); 

EXEC SQL CLOSE HOST.CURSOR; 

raturn; 
> 

EXEC SQL CLOSE HOST.CURSOR; 

If the mapping is successful, an image identifier is assigned to the image, and the system 

time is recorded. The user is then asked to enter a text description for the image. The 

description is read as it is entered, until an end of file indication is read, or the maximum 

characters allowed for the description are read. The program next updates the image 

catalog database by inserting the new image record: 

/ *  
» Insert into table. 

*/ 

EXEC SQL INSERT 
INTO IaageCatalog 
( 
ImageNane, 

IaagaNuabar, 

HostNumbar, 
Day, 

Month, 
Year, 

Description 
) 
VALUES ( :filename, 

:image_id, 
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zhost.id, 
sday. 

: month, 
:year, 
:d«sc 

) ;  

If the update is successful, add_interface() creates a client handle in preparing to update 

the image catalog on the interface server. The image name, image identification number, 

and host identification number are placed in an image tuple structure, which is defined as: 

struct lm&ga.tuple < 
nan«type iaage.name; /* image name */ 
u.long id; /* image id number */ 
u.long ho*t_id; /* host id number */ 
> image.tuple; 

The remote procedure add_record_l() is called to update and commit the new image 

tuple to the image catalog on the interface server. Since the remote protocol uses TCP 

for its transport, we can deduce from the return status of the procedure call weather or 

not the remote image catalog was updated. If add-record_l() returns indicating success, 

we know the remote database was successfully updated, and consequently we can commit 

the update at the local database. If the procedure call returns indicating failure, we must 

rollback the last update at the local database to maintain consistency between the two 

databases. Similarly, if the remote update succeeds, and the local commit fails, we must 

rollback the remote database. 

If the user wishes to delete an image from the the system, del-interface() is called (Figure 

4.31). DelJnterface() is also called from addJnterface() to "rollback" the remote database. 
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DelJnterfaceQ first prompts the user for the name of the image to delete, and the host 

on which the image resides. If thiB information is entered without error, the host name is 

mapped to a host id as shown earlier. The image name is also mapped to an identification 

number: 

EXEC SQL DECLARE ID.CURSOR CURSOR FOR 
SELECT ImageNumber 
FRQH ImageCatelog 
WHERE ImageNama • :filename; 

/* 
* Lookup image id 

*/ 

EXEC SQL OPEN ID.CURSOR; 

EXEC SQL FETCH ID.CURSOR INTO 
:imag«_id; 

if (SQLCA.SQLCODE !- SQL.SUCCESS) { 

fprintf (stderr, "Error looking up image id\n"); 
EXEC SQL CLOSE ID.CURSOR; 

return; 

> 

EXEC SQL CLOSE ID.CURSOR; 

If the mappings are successful, the image record identified by the supplied information 

is removed from the image catalog: 

/* 
* Delate record. 

•/ 

EXEC SQL DELETE 
FRON ImageCatelog 

WHERE IaageNaaa • :filename; 
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Figure 4.31: Function delJnterface deletes a record from the image catalog 
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if (SQLCA.SQLCODE I- SQL.SUCCESS) { 
fprintf (stderr, "Error delating record from ImageCatelog\n"); 

EXEC SQL ROLLBACK; 

return; 
> 

If the record is successfully deleted from the image catalog, a client handle is created, the im

age record is packed into an image tuple structure, and the remote procedure del_record_l() 

is called. If the call is successful, the local database commits the transaction. If the call is 

not successful, the transaction is rolled back. 

For image lookups, there is one procedure that takes the lookup type as an arguement, 

and performs the desired lookup. Lookup() (Figure 4.32) recognizes two lookup types, 

indicated by the symbols BYNAME and BYID, to identify image lookup by image name, 

and image lookup by image identification number, respectively. If the lookup is by name, 

the user is asked to enter the image name. If the lookup is by number, the user is prompted 

for the image's identifier. Next, the desired lookup is performed. Lookup by identification 

number takes the following form: 

EXEC SqL DECLARE L00KUP.ID CURSOR FOR 
SELECT InageHtne, HoatWumber 
FROM ImageCatelog 
WHERE IaageNusber • :inage_id; 

EXEC SQL OPEN LOOKUP.ID; 

EXEC SQL FETCH L00KUP.ID INTO 

:filename, :host.id; 

if (SQLCA.SQLCODE !" SQL.SUCCESS) < 

fprintf (atderr, "No file found\n"); 

EXEC SQL CLOSE L00KUP.ID; 
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Figure 4.32: Function lookupQ looks up a record in the image catalog. 
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EXEC SQL CLOSE LOOKUP.ID; 

EXEC SQL OPEN GET.HOSTNAHE; 

EXEC SQL FETCH GET.HOSTNAHE INTO 
:hostnana; 

if (SQLCA.SQLCODE !- SQL.SUCCESS) < 

fprintf (stdarr, "Error in lookupNn") 
EXEC SQL CLOSE GET.HOSTNAHE; 
r«turn; 

> 

EXEC SQL CLOSE GET.HOSTNAHE; 

Lookup by name takes this form: 

EXEC SQL DECLARE LOOKUP.NAME CURSOR FOR 
SELECT ImageNumber, HoatNumbar 

FROM InagaCatalog 

WHERE ImagaName • :filanama; 

EXEC SQL OPEN LOOKUP.NAME; 

EXEC SQL FETCH LOOKUP.NAME INTO 
:iaag«.id, :host.id; 

if (SQLCA.SQLCODE i- SQL.SUCCESS) { 

fprintf (stdarr, "No fila found\n"); 
EXEC SQL CLOSE LOOKUP.NAME; 
return; 

> 

EXEC SQL CLOSE LOOKUP.NAME; 

EXEC SQL OPEN GET.HOSTNAHE; 

EXEC SQL FETCH GET.HOSTNAHE INTO 
:hoatname; 
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if (SQLCi.SQLCODE !- SQL.SUCCESS) { 

fprintf (atdarr, "Error in lookupVn"); 

EXEC SQL CLOSE GET.HOSTNAME; 
ratura; 

> 

EXEC SQL CLOSE GET.HOSTNAME; 

If the lookup is successful, the image name, identification number, and and the host 

where the image is stored are displayed. 

In addition to the previously mentioned functions, there are functions to print the con

tents of the image catalog. Print Jnterface() (Figure 4.33) prints the name, identification 

number, and host name of all the images in the catalog. If print to file is selected by the 

user, all the information associated with each image is printed to a file specified by the 

user. 

EXEC SQL DECLARE PRIHT.CURSOR CURSOR FOR 

SELECT ImagaMana, ImageNuabar, HostNumbar 

FROM InagaCatalog; 

EXEC SQL DECLARE PRINT.ALL CURSOR FOR 
SELECT InagaMaaa, ImageNumber, HostNumbar, Month, Day, Year, Description 

FROM ZaagaCatalog; 

The image catalog on the interface server is a smaller version of the catalog on the database 

server. It contains only the image name, identification number, and host identification 

number for each image. The database containing the image catalog on the image server 

consists of two UNIX ndbm database files. Ndbm database files consist of key/contents 

pairs. The structure of the keys and contents are defined as: 
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Figure 4.33: Print JnterfaceQ prints all the records in the image catalog. 
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•include <ndbn.h> 

typadaf struct { 

char *dptr; 

int dsize; 

> datum; 

The dsize field is the size in bytes of the chunk of storage pointed to by dptr. 

There are several ndbm library functions to manipulate ndbm database files: 

dbmjopen() Open an ndbm database file. 
dbm.clo8e() Close an ndbm database file. 
dbmJetch() Fetch a record from the ndbm database. 
dbm_store(j Store a record in the ndbm database. 
dbm_delete() Delete a record from the ndbm database. 

dbmJirstkey() Get first key in ndbm database. 
dbm_nextkey() Get next key in ndbm database. 

dbmjerror() Determine if error occurred reading/writing ndbm database. 
dbm_clearerr() Reset error indication. 

Table 4.2: Ndbm functions. 

The image catalog on the interface server consists of two ndbm databases. The first is keyed 

on the image name, and the second is keyed on the image identification number. There are 

several functions that manipulate the database files, both on the local machine and from 

remote machines via an RPC interface. 

The RPC protocol for remote access to the database is defined as follows: 

const MAXLEN - 256; 

typadaf string nvaatypa<HAXLEM>; 

struct laags.tupla { 

namatypa iaags.naaa; /• iaaga nana •/ 
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unsigned long id; /* image id number */ 

unsigned long host_id; /* host id number •/ 

>; 

program RDATADICT { 

version RDATAVERS { 
int ADD.RECORD ( image, tuple ) • 1: 

int DEL.RECORD ( image.tuple ) • 2; 
> » 1; 

> - 0x34433443; 

The protocol allows two operations to be performed remotely on the database files: add a 

record, and delete a record. 

Add-record_1() (Figure 4.34) is a remote interface to a local routine that adds the ap

propriate record to each database. Add_record_l() converts the image id to a string, opens 

the database files, calls addrecord() to add the information, closes the database files, then 

returns one if the operations were completed without error, and zero if this was not the 

case. 

DeLrecord.l() (Figure 4.35) is also a remote interface to a local procedure. Del_record_l() 

opens the database files, calls delrecord() to delete the appropriate record from the database 

files, closes the database files, and returns one if the whole operation was successful, zero 

if not. 

Addrecord() (Figure 4.36) adds a record to the database files. Addrecord() starts by 

copying the record information into two datum structure pairs. One pair has the image 

name in the key and the host identifier and image identifier in the content structure, while 

the other has the image identifier in the key and the host identifier and image name in the 
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content structure. Next, addrecord() obtains the identifier for the database locking 

semaphore sem_create(). Database access is treated as a critical section since many pro

cesses may attempt to simultaneously access the database. The ndbm implementation does 

not provide a reliable mechanism for simultaneous access, and consequently the property 

of mutual exclusion is desired for accessing the database. After the semaphore identifier 

is obtained, sem_wait() is called. Sem_wait() will cause the calling process to wait until 

the critical section is free, after which the process may enter the critical section. Once in 

the critical section, dbm_store() is called once for each database. After adding the image 

record, the critical section is released by calling sem-signal(). Sem.close() is called next, 

and the value one is returned if the records were added successfully, zero if not. 

Semjcreate(), sem_wait(), semj9ignal(), and semxlose() are from Richard Steven's in

terface to System V semaphore calls[29]. The source code is published in his book UNIX 

Network Programming, and the code from the book is available in electronic form from 

various ftp sites. Sem_create() creates a semaphore with a specified initial value if the 

semaphore does not already exist, and returns the semaphores identifier. Sem_wait() per

forms the traditional P operation, and sem jsignal() performs the famed V operation (see [36] 

for more details). Semjdose() decrements the count of the processes using the semaphore. 

The operation of delrecord() (Figure 4.37) is similar to addrecord(). Two datum struc

tures are used as keys - one for the database keyed on image name, and one for the database 

keyed on image identifier. A process wishing to delete a record performs a P operation on 

the critical section semaphore. When the process enters the critical section, it deletes the 

records, performs a V on the semaphore, and returns one if the operation is successful, and 

zero if not. 
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Figure 4.36: Function addrecordQ adds a record to the ndbm database files. 
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There are several other functions that access the interface server's image catalog, Get-

bynum() (Figure 4.38) is used to retrieve the image name and host identifier given the 

image identifier. Getbyname() returns the image and host identifiers given an image name. 

Gethost() (Figure 4.39) takes an image name and returns the host on which the image 

resides. Gethostnid () maps an image name to the image identifier and host identifier. 

Getnamenhost() (Figure 4.40) maps an image identifier to the name of the host on which 

the image resides and the name of the image. 

4.6 DATABASE SERVER 

The relational DBMS software used in the ImageNet DBN manages a database that 

contains relations accessed by ImageNet users, and relations used by DBN administrators. 

Users retrieve information that is of interest to them, while administrators manage the 

information stored in the database. 

Anytime a relation is added to the database, the following system tables are updated: 

a. System catalog 

b. IMGNET.RELATIONS 

c. Value tables. 

The system catalog is managed by the DBMS software. The IMGNET.RELATIONS and 

value tables axe defined as: 

CREATE TABLE IKGNET.RELATIONS 
( 

RELATION VARCHAR (80) UNIQUE NOT NULL. 
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Figure 4.38: Function getbynum() lookups the image name and host number given the 
image number. 
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Figure 4.39: Function getbynameQ lookups the image number and host number given the 
image name. 
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DAY SMALLINT NOT HULL 

MONTH SHALLOT NOT NULL 
YEAR SMALLINT NOT NULL 

PRIMARY KEY ( RELATION )); 

CREATE TABLE VARCHAR.VALS 
( 

RELATION VARCHAR (80), 
ATTRIBUTE VARCHAR (80), 

VALUE VARCHAR (80) 
) ;  

CREATE TABLE SMALLINT.VALS 
( 
RELATION VARCHAR (80), 

RELATION VARCHAR (80), 

ATTRIBUTE VARCHAR (80), 

VALUE SMALLINT 
)J 

CREATE TABLE INTEGER.VALS 
( 
RELATION VARCHAR (80), 

ATTRIBUTE VARCHAR (80), 

VALUE INTEGER 
) ;  

CREATE TABLE FLOAT.VALS 
( 
RELATION VARCHAR (80), 
ATTRIBUTE VARCHAR (80), 

VALUE FLOAT 
) ;  

CREATE TABLE REAL.VALS 
( 

RELATION VARCHAR (80), 
ATTRIBUTE VARCHAR (80), 

VALUE REAL 
) ;  
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The system catalog is automatically updated whenever a relationship is added to the 

database. A relationship is added by using the interactive SQL interpreter that's part 

of the DBMS software. When a new relation is added, the name of the relation, along with 

the day, month, and year the relation was created, is added to IMGNET-RELATIONS. For 

each attribute, entries for allowed values are added to the appropriate value table. In the 

ImageNet system, there are two categories of data - ranges and enumerations. Ranges are 

appropriate for numerical data types, such as floating point numbers and integers. Enumer

ated types are string representations of different classes of things. For example, an attribute 

named price may have a range of 1.00 to 150.00, and an attribute named color may have 

the enumerated values of RED, BLUE, and GREEN. If the data type of an attribute is 

a range type, the high and low values of the range are recorded in the appropriate value 

table. If the attribute is an enumerated type, all the values of the attribute are added to 

the var-char (string) table. 

The database server process defines an interface for processes requesting its services 

through an RPC protocol: 

const HAXSTRIHGLEN - 256; 

const MAXNAMELEN - 81; 

typ«d«f string stringtype<MAXNAHELEN>; 
typedef string nanatypa<HAXNAMELElt>; 
typed** string desctyp«<HAXSTRXNGLEN>; 

typsdsf struct naaenode *nam*list; 

typsdsf struct imagsnods •imagallst; 

typadef struct quarynode tqueryllst; 



struct quarynod* { 
nametype attribute; 

unsigned long teg; 
cher char.data; 

int int.data; 
short short.data; 

long long.data; 
unsigned short unshrt.data; 

unsigned long unlong.data; 

double double.data; 
float float.data; 
stringtype string.d&ta; 

querylist next; 

>; 

/* attribute name */ 

/* type tag •/ 
/* character data */ 

/• integer data */ 
/* short data */ 

/* long data */ 
/* unsigned short data */ 

/* unsigned long data */ 
/* double data */. 

/* float data */ 
/* string data */ 
/* next element in list */ 

struct imagenode { 

nanetype name; /* 

int imageno; /* 

int hostno; /* 
desctype description; /* 
inagelist next; /* 

>; 

image name */ 

image id number */ 

host id number */ 
image description */ 

next element in image list */ 

struct rdate { 

int day; 

int month; 

int year; 

>; 

struct namenode { 

nametype relation; /* name of relation */ 
namelist next; /* next relation in list */ 

>; 

struct rsubject { 
nametype subname; /* relation name */ 

int day; 
int month; 

int year; 

> 5  
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program DBSERVBRPROG < 

varaion DBSERVERVERS { 
iaagaliat DATADICT1 (raubjact) • 1; 
namelist DATADICT2 (rdrta) • 2; 
naaeliat DATADICT3 (void) • 3; 

naaaliat DATADICT6 (nanatypa) * 4; 

iaagaliat QUERY1 (querylist) • S; 

quaryliat SELECT1 (nunatypa) • 6; 

' > - l; 
> - 0x33327199; 

The protocol defines the structure of the information exchanged by the database server 

and the processes requesting its services, and also defines the services offered by the database 

server. 

Datadictl_1() (Figure 4.41) performs the function request by a data dictionary 1 frame 

- return a list of images added to a relation after a given date. Datadictl_1() raises 

a question regarding the design of the database server functions - should embedded SQL 

be used, or should dynamic SQL be used? Embedded SQL is used in situations when it 

is known advance in how the database is going to be accessed at runtime[23]. Dynamic 

SQL is used when the structure of runtime access to the database is unknown, such as in 

an interactive application. At first glance, it would appear that dynamic SQL is needed 

for datadictl_1(), since it is unknown prior to runtime which relation will be queried for 

new images. Complicating this choice, however, is the large performance penalty incurred 

by using dynamic SQL. Using dynamic SQL adds several operations that are done at run 

time instead of at compile time as with embedded SQL. These operations include parsing 
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Figure 4.41: Remote procedure datadictl.l() services data dictionary 1 requests on a 
database server. 
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the SQL statement, handling syntax errors, determining an access strategy, and generating 

executable code [32]. 

Primarily because of the heavy performance penalty incurred by dynamic SQL, and also 

because there are no standards governing dynamic SQL [23], embedded SQL was choosen 

for all database accesses in the database server. While using embedded SQL improves the 

performance of the database server, each time a new relation is added to the database a new 

procedure to perform the the data dictionary 1 service must be written, and the program 

recompiled. 

Since embedded SQL is used, datadictl_l() is in essence a front end to the datadictl_l() 

functions written for each relation. Datadictl_l() compares the subname field of its rsubject 

structure arguement with a list of database subjects. If a match is found, the appropriate 

function to process the request is called, with the results returned by the function assigned 

to the variable result. If no match is found, result is assigned the value NULL. 

The SQL statement used for a datadictl_l() request has the following form: 

EXEC SQL DECLARE SPACE.HEW CURSOR FOR 

SELECT InageNaae, ImageNuabar, HoitNunber, Description 
FROM ImageCatelog WHERE ImageName • ANY 
( 

SELECT IMAGENAME FROM SPACE 

WHERE 

< 

(Year > :selectYear) 

OR 

(Year • :a«lectY«ar AID Month > :aelectHonth) 

OR 
(Year • :sel«ctY«ar AMD Month • :sel«ctMonth AND Day > :s«lectDay) 

) 
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A cursor Is an SQL construct that is analogous to a file pointer in the C programming 

language [23]. A cursor is opened to access query results, and also keeps track of the 

position within the query results. 

Figure 4.42 shows the flowchart of a typical datadictl function, this one being specific 

to a relation named space. These functions set their transaction as read only,open their 

cursor, build a list of all the records fetched from the cursors, dose their cursors, and return 

the list of images. Dedaring the transaction to be read only allows a special read only 

copy of the database to be used. This allows quicker access to the database, since the read 

only copy can be accessed without being locked. 

Datadict2-1() (Figure 4.43) returns a list of all the relations in the database added after 

a given date. Its cursor is defined as: 

EXEC SQL DECLARE DD2.CURS0R CURSOR FOR 
SELECT RELATION 
FROM IMGNET.RELATIONS 
WHERE 
( 
(YEAR > :sel«ctYear) 
OR 

(YEAR • :ael«ctYear AND MONTH > :sel«ctHonth) 
OR 

(YEAR • :salectYear AND MONTH " :s«loctHonth AND DAY > :sal«ctDay) 
) ;  

Datadict3_l() returns a list of all relations in the database using the following cursor: 

EXEC SQL DECLARE DD3.CURS0R CURSOR FOR 
SELECT RELATION 
FROM IMGNET.RELATIONS; 
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Figure 4.42: Aa example of a datadictl_l() function. 
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Figure 4.43: Remote procedure datadict2_l() services data dictionary 2 requests on a 
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Datadict5_l() returns a list of all the relations in the database matching the given SQL 

regular expression: 

EXEC SQL DECLARE DD6.CURS0R CURSOR FOR 
SELECT RELATION 

FROM IHGNET.RELATIONS 

WHERE RELATION LIKE :ragaxp; 

In SQL pattern matching, % matches any number of characters, _ matches any single 

character, and, of course, any character matches itself. 

Queryl_l() is similar to datadictl_l() in that it compares the relation to be queried with 

a list of relations, and, if the relation is found in the list, calls the appropriate function for 

the query. A function to perform a query is written for each relation in the database using 

embedded SQL. Space_query() (Figure 4.44), which queries the space relation, is typical of 

query functions. The cursor used by space query is: 

EXEC SQL DECLARE SPACE.CURS CURSOR FOR 

SELECT ImageName, ImageNumber, HostNunbar, Description 
FROM ImageCatelog 
WHERE InageName • ANY 
( 
SELECT INAGENAME 
FROM SPACE 
WHERE 
( 

OBJECT - :.object1 OR 
OBJECT • :_objact2 OR 
OBJECT - :_obj«ct3 OR 

OBJECT - :.obj«ct4 OR 
OBJECT • :.objects OR 

OBJECT • :_objact6 
) 
AND 
( 
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SOURCE • :_sourcel OR 
SOURCE • :.source2 OR 

SOURCE • :_source3 OR 

SOURCE m :.source4 OR 

SOURCE m :.sources OR 

SOURCE u :.sources 
) 

) ;  

Select 1_1() returns a list of attribute names, data types, and allowed values for a given 

relation. Selectl.l() first verifies a valid relation is selected. This is done using the following 

cursor: 

EXEC SQL DECLARE SEL1 CURSOR FOR 

SELECT RELATION 

FROM IMGNET.RELATIONS 

WHERE RELATION - :subject; 

EXEC SQL SET TRANSACTION READ ONLY; 

EXEC SQL OPEN SEL1; 

EXEC SQL FETCH SEL1 INTO 

:relbuf; 

if (SQLCA.SQLCODE !- SQL.SUCCESS) { 

/* Invalid relation selected. »/ 
temp " (querylist) malloc (sizeof (querynode)); 

temp -> attribute • malloc (strlen (" NULL ") +1); 

temp -> string.data • malloc (strlen ("..NULL..") +1); 

(void) strcpy (temp -> attribute, 11 NULL "); 
(void) strcpy (temp -> string.data, "..NULL.."); 

temp -> next • result; 
result • temp; 

EXEC SQL CLOSE SEL1; 
return (Aresuit); 

> 

EXEC SQL CLOSE SEL1; 
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EXEC SQL ROLLBACK; 

Having verified the validity of the selected relation, selectl_l() next steps through the 

system catalog, fetching attribute names and associated data types: 

EXEC SQL DECLARE SEL2 CURSOR FOR 

SELECT RDBlFIELD.VAHE, RDBfFIELD.SOURCE 
FROM RDB$RELATION_FIELDS 

WHERE RDB$RELATION.NAME - :subject; 

EXEC SQL DECLARE INTEGER.CURS CURSOR FOR 
SELECT VALUE 
FROM INTEGER.VALS 
WHERE RELATION - :subjact 

AND 

ATTRIBUTE • :attribute; 

EXEC SQL SET TRANSACTION READ ONLY; 

EXEC SQL OPEN SEL2; 

EXEC SQL FETCH SEL2 INTO 

:attribute, :typa; 

if (istrncap (type, "SQL$INT", 7)) { 

EXEC SQL OPEN INTEGER.CURS; 

do 
{ 

/» 
* Intagar type. 

•/ 

EXEC SQL FETCH INTEGER.CURS INTO 

:intval; 
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if (SQLCA.SQLCODE » SQL.SUCCESS) { 
teop • (qu«ryliat) nalloc (sizeof (querynode)); 
trap -> attribute • nalloc (strlen (attribute) +1); 

(void) strcpy (temp -> attribute, attribute); 

teop -> tag * INTEGER; 
tuap -> int.data • intval; 
tamp -> next • result; 

result • teap; 

> 

> while (SQLCA.SQLCODE »• SQL.SUCCESS); 

EXEC SQL CLOSE IHTEGER.CURS; 

4.7 IMAGE SERVERS 

The software used by image servers is invoked by the internet super server daemon. This 

daemon process is named inetd. The super server listens for connections on the ports it 

services. If a connection is established, the super server forks() a new process and execs() the 

program to service the connection. The super server then closes its copy of the connection 

and awaits the next connection. See [29] for more details. 

Inetd must be configured to listen for connections requesting image retrieval services, 

which are provided by a program called retd. Inetd is configured by adding an entry to its 

configuration file and reinitializing the inetd proces. The configuration file is /etc/inetd.conf. 

The following entry was added to the file for the ImageNet image retrieval service: 

retd strean tcp noirait s'chicchi /hove/cetus/ImageNet/retd 

The fields in the entry are service name, socket type, protocol, wait flag, login name, 

server program, and server program arguements. 
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The server program, retd, is shown in Figure 4.45. Retd creates xdr streams for sending 

and receiving data. Retd next reads the name of the file to be sent from the first frame it 

receives on its newly established connection. Retd searches the directories specified in its 

configuration file for the specified image. If the image is not found, an error message is sent 

and the connection is closed. If the image is found, the image data is sent. 

4.8 COMMUNICATIONS MONITOR 

To monitor the activity in the DBN, a simple utility named DBNmon was written. 

DBNmon is an X Windows client program that plots DBN activity in a graph that's updated 

every second. Figure 4.46 shows a screen dump of DMNmon. The display shows packets 

sent by the DBN to the workstations, packets received by the DBN from the workstations, 

remote procedure calls made to the database server, and packets sent by the interface 

servers. 

DBNmon is constructed using the Athena Widget set [37]. A widget is a user interface 

component. DBNmon uses the widget hierarchy shown in Figure 4.47. The widget that 

performs the graphing is the stripchart widget. A graphing function is bound to a stripchart 

using the X Window toolkit function XtAddCallback() [38]. The stripchart calls its graph

ing function once a second, and plots the value returned by the function. The graphing 

functions access packet counts and RPC counts modified by the interface server software 

via shared memory. The interface server process continually increments these counts, which 

are kept in shared memory. The graphing functions access and record the shared memory 

values, resets the variables to zero, and returns the recorded values. 
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4.0 DBN PERFORMANCE 

An initial performance evaluation of the DBN implementation was done using a simple 

benchmark program to measure image transfer rates. This program alternates sending 

request image by name requests to the DBN with reading the returned image data. A 

total of three images totalling 776,926 bytes were retrieved. The test program was run on 

several diiferent machines with a wide range in performance ratings. The following results 

were obtained after running the test program 25 times on each machine when the LAN was 

lightly loaded: 

Machine MIPS CPU Time, s Transfer Time, s Transfer Rate, Kbps 
Sun 3/60 3 2.75 8.13 760 

Sun 4/370, SCSI disk 16 2.02 6.6 940 
Sun 4/370, SMD disk 16 0.99 5.32 1170 

Sun 4/40 15.8 1.38 8.0 780 
Sun 4/75 28.5 0.77 7.18 870 

Table 4.3: Image transfer benchmark results 

CPU and transfer times are given in seconds, transfer rates are given in are given in Kilo

bytes per second. 

All of the computers tested have SCSI disks rated at 1.5 MB/sec, except for the 4/370 

with the SMD disk, which is rated at 2.4 MB/sec. Note that the measured transfer rate 

was a function of disk performance rather than CPU speed. The Sun 4/370 file servers 

outperformed the other machines because they were designed to maximize disk performance. 

The Sun 4/75, whose MIPS rating is nearly an order of magnitude greater than that of the 

Sun 3/60, had a transfer rate that was only 1.14 times greater than that of the Sun3/60. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CURRENT LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Having completed the first implementation of an ImageNet DBN, there are many areas 

for improvement that should be addressed in future implementations. The current system 

constraints are discussed in this section, and suggestions for future improvements are made. 

5.1 INTERFACE SERVER IMAGE CATALOG 

The next version of the interface server must be able to run on any number of machines in 

the DBN. This means that each machine running the interface server must be able to access 

a copy of the image catalog database that is consistent with the image catalog managed by 

the DBMS software. While a copy of the image catalog could be kept on every interface 

server and managed via a two phase commit protocol to ensure consistency, it would be 

simpler to keep a single copy of the interface catalog on an interface server and distribute 

it to the other servers using Sun Microsystem's Network Information Server (NIS). 

NIS is a distributed name service that provides key/value database lookups for a LAN 

[17][19]. The NIS databases can be accessed by all the machines on a LAN that belong 

to the NIS domain. NIS services may be provided by several servers in a domain, with 

one of the servers designated as the master server. The master server is responsible for 
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maintaining the NIS databases, and whenever a change is made to an NIS database, the 

master propagates the changes to the other NIS servers in the domain. 

The image catalog copy on the image server was designed to be easily extended to be 

used as an NIS database. The image catalog copy database uses the same file format as 

NIS database files. The same RPC protocol interface from the DBMS servers to the image 

catalog copy can be used, with the only requirement that yppush be executed whenever 

the image catalog copy is changed to update the other servers in the domain. Of course, 

the image catalog copy database files must be kept on the master NIS server. 

The functions that perform lookups on the image catalog databases must be changed 

to use NIS databases instead of local databases. This can be done by replacing the ndbm 

database routines with the NIS ypclnt routines. The ypclnt routines are summarized below: 

Routine Description 
yp-get .default _domain() Get default NIS domain. 

yp_bind() Bind client process to an NIS domain. 
yp_unbind() Unbind a process from a domain. 
yp_match() Lookup the value associated with the given key. 
yp-firstO Get first record in the database. 
yp_next() Get the next record in the database. 
ypjall() Get all the records in the database. 

yp_err_string() Returns pointer to error message string. 

Table 5.1: NIS ypclnt routines 

Note: NIS routines axe prefixed with yp for historical reasons - Sun Microsystems used to 

refer to its NIS as the "yellow pages" until being sued for trademark infringement. 
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5.2 IO PERFORMANCE AND FRAME SIZE LIMITS 

The current implementation of the DBN was written using the services provided by 

SunOS 4.0.3. In this version of the operating system, disk read/write operations are syn

chronous. Whenever disk 10 is started, the process starting the operation is blocked until 

the operation completes. The newest version of SunOS, SunOS 4.1.1, is currently being in

stalled on the department's Suns. This version of the operating system allows asynchronous 

10 operations via the new system calls aioread() and aiowrite() [39]. The process invoking 

the asynchronous 10 operation may continue processing while the operating system per

forms the 10 operation. When the operation completes, the invoking process receives a 

software interrupt. Using asynchronous 10, the functions that read and write image data 

to and from disk can use scatter/gather algorithms. For example, a process that reads 

image data from a socket and writes it to disk can allocate as many buffers in memory as 

needed to hold the data frames, start asynchronous reads on the socket for each buffer, and 

start asynchronous writes to the disk as each buffer is filled. If a fixed number of buffers 

were allocated to the program, then the reading and writing of image data from the socket 

to the disk could be treated as the familiar producer-consumer problem [36]. 

Besides increasing 10 performance, the asynchronous 10 operations will allow another 

limitation of the current implementation to be solved. Currently, using conventional send 

and recv calls, TCP data is read from sockets 1024 bytes at a time. This limits the amount 

of data that can be read from a socket as a single frame. While a socket can be tested to 

determine how much data is ready to be read from it, this solution is a busy wait solution, 

which wastes CPU time. With the new asynchronous 10 routines, ioctlQ can first be used 
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to set the received data size threshold for the read, then aioread() can be used to start the 

read. The process will then receive an interrupt when the desired amount of data is ready 

at the socket. Since the ImageNet protocol is synchronous, we don't have to worry about 

how many frames may be contained in the socket buffer. 

Besides using the asynchronous 10 routines, an improved 10 architecture is needed. 

Given the disparity between the current implementation's image transfer rate and the 

transfer rates offered by the Ethernet LAN, implementing disk striping across the image 

servers is a logical next phase in the development of the DBN, especially since the benefits 

of such an arrangement have been demonstrated [24] [25]. Including a scheme for redundant 

storage of image segments will also improve the reliability and availability of the system. 

5.3 IMAGE TRACKING PACKAGE 

Currently, the image tracking package does not distribute images throughout the sys

tem. The images are dispersed throughout the system by by the DBN administrator using 

ftp. Integration of image storage should be integrated with the image tracking package in 

the next version of the DBN. The DBN administrator should be able to review new images 

on the machine the image tracking software is running on, register the appropriate infor

mation with the image tracker, then allow the software to transfer the image to an image 

server. Ideally, the storage function will distribute images in such a way as to facilitate 

load balancing among the image servers. 
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5.4 DATABASE MANAGEMENT 

Another badly needed addition to the system is software to simplify database manage

ment. Currently, adding new relations to the database entails manipulating several system 

tables through an SQL interpreter, plus writing C code with embedded SQL statements to 

query the new relation and to determine the new images in the relation. New software is 

needed to integrate the table manipulations and to automatically generate the necessary 

code. 

6.5 CONCLUSIONS 

This first implementation of a DBN shows the promise of a distributed systems approach 

to color image databases. By distributing the functions of the DBN over several different 

machines, response time and overall performance is increased due to the sharing of the work 

load. Due to the several different hosts running different parts of the system, reliability 

and availability is increased. As the load on the system increases, new machines may be 

added in a modular fashion to the system to maintain a consistent level of performance. 
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